
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

MILWAUKEE DIVISION 
 

 
ANDREW L. COLBORN, 
 
   Plaintiff, 

 
 
 

 
 vs. 
 

 
Civil No.: 19-CV-484  

NETFLIX, INC.; CHROME MEDIA LLC, 
F/K/A SYNTHESIS FILMS, LLC; LAURA 
RICCIARDI; AND MOIRA DEMOS, 
 
   Defendants. 
 

 
 

 
DECLARATION OF MOIRA DEMOS  

 
I, Moira Demos, under penalty of perjury and subject to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declare as 

follows:  

1. I am co-creator of the documentary series Making a Murderer and co-founder and 

co-owner of Chrome Media LLC, f/k/a Synthesis Films, LLC with Laura Ricciardi.  I submit this 

Declaration in support of the Motion for Summary Judgment filed in the above-captioned matter 

on behalf of myself, Laura Ricciardi, and Chrome (sometimes referred to collectively herein as 

the “Producer Defendants”). I am over 18 years old and have personal knowledge regarding the 

facts set forth in this Declaration.   

2. As one of two lead creators of Making a Murderer, I played several roles.  My 

credits on Making a Murderer included director, executive producer, writer, editor, director of 

photography, and sound recordist.  In practical terms, that meant that I was responsible for most 

of the filming, sound recording and editing of the Series. Laura and I collaborated on 

storytelling.  Although we worked with and received assistance and input from others in the 
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course of producing Making a Murderer, we retained creative control and are the two people 

responsible for ultimately deciding what was included in Making a Murderer. 

3. I began working on the film project that became Making a Murderer while I was 

a graduate film student in the thesis phase of my five-year program at Columbia University.  

Prior to film school, I worked as a film and television lighting technician in New York City 

where I was a member of IATSE Local 52, and I worked as a documentary film editor.  

4. With the exception of some modest grants that we received and small donations 

from family and friends, Laura and I self-funded the production (filming) and post-production 

(editing) of Making a Murderer before entering into a licensing agreement with Netflix in 2014.  

To help fund Making a Murderer, I took lighting work on film, television and commercial shoots 

and I worked as an editor. 

5. Making a Murderer chronicles the story of Steven Avery, a resident of 

Manitowoc County, Wisconsin who after serving 18 years for a wrongful conviction was 

exonerated through DNA evidence only to be arrested and convicted for a second even more 

serious crime.  While there are other individuals featured prominently in Making a Murderer, 

including Steven Avery’s nephew and co-defendant, Brendan Dassey, who was also convicted of 

murdering Teresa Halbach and related crimes, Steven Avery is the principal subject or main 

character.  It was Avery’s seemingly unique status as a DNA exoneree charged with a new, 

serious crime that motivated Laura and me to commit to making this project because an 

individual’s journey from one extreme of the American criminal justice system to the other is of 

great public concern and documenting the journey would provide a significant window into the 

legal process at work.  Although a significant portion of Making a Murderer concerns the 

investigations and legal proceedings related to the Teresa Halbach murder, the series covers a 
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30-year time period and it is not until more than halfway through the second episode that Teresa 

Halbach is reported missing.  Before that point, the series documents a range of Steven Avery’s 

experiences in the legal and political systems, including his early life and encounters with the 

criminal justice system and criminal offenses, his 1985 wrongful conviction, his related appellate 

and postconviction efforts, his 2003 exoneration, the Wisconsin Department of Justice’s 

investigation into the wrongful conviction, the Avery Task Force (renamed the Criminal Justice 

Study Commission), and Avery’s federal civil rights lawsuit against Manitowoc County and two 

of its former law enforcement officials.  

 

The Producer Defendants’ Initial Interest in Steven Avery’s Story 

6. Laura Ricciardi and I read a November 23, 2005 New York Times front-page 

article recounting the story of Steven Avery, who was exonerated through DNA evidence after 

serving 18 years for a crime he did not commit only to be arrested a little over two years later 

and charged with murder.  We were immediately interested in the article and wanted to learn 

more.  We had never heard of someone exonerated by DNA evidence who was later charged 

with a serious crime.  We believed that Avery’s seemingly unique situation might present an 

interesting vantage point for examining how the American criminal justice system compared 

from 1985 (the year Avery was wrongly convicted) to 2005 (the year he was arrested and 

charged for the new crime), a 20-year timespan that had seen the advent of DNA technology and 

many legislative reforms.  

7. In December 2005, Laura and I traveled to Manitowoc, Wisconsin to begin 

researching and filming a project that, many years later, would eventually grow into and become 

Making a Murderer. 
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8. We moved to Manitowoc in January of 2006 expecting Avery to go to trial for the 

murder of Teresa Halbach later that spring. 

9. In March 2006, our plans changed after Special Prosecutor Ken Kratz’s March 1 

and 2, 2006 press conferences, at which he revealed that a 16-year old relative of Avery’s, 

Brendan Dassey, had made a confession that Avery had raped and murdered Teresa Halbach and 

he (Dassey) had been involved too.  Dassey was in custody and ultimately became Avery’s co-

defendant.  We could tell from these developments and the public and media reaction to them 

that the story was getting even more complex.   

10. There was extensive news coverage of Steven Avery’s exoneration (as well as 

coverage of the Wisconsin Department of Justice’s investigation into the 1985 case, the state 

legislature’s Avery bill [subsequently renamed the Criminal Justice Reform Bill] and Avery’s 

civil rights lawsuit), the disappearance of Teresa Halbach, the Halbach murder investigation, and 

the Avery and Dassey hearings and trials. Developments from the Halbach case frequently made 

the nightly news on multiple local television stations. 

11. Laura and I lived in Wisconsin from January 2006 until August 2007 to conduct 

research and sit-down interviews, request and acquire public records and other primary source 

materials, and review and license archival footage and other materials for the 30-year story.  We 

also filmed events as they unfolded and covered the pre-trial, trial and sentencing phases of both 

the Avery and Dassey cases.  We made a number of trips to Wisconsin from 2009 to 2014 to do 

additional filming.   

 
Interviews and Other Investigative Efforts   

12. Laura and I filmed events as they were unfolding in an observational documentary 

style where neither we nor the subjects knew what would happen next.  We also conducted sit-
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down interviews with subjects regarding those events and conducted sit-down interviews with 

subjects about past events.   We began reaching out and requesting access to numerous people 

connected to Avery’s various legal matters, including Avery, Sandra Morris (his cousin whom he 

ran off the road and pointed a gun at), his ex-wife, Lori, (whom among other things he threatened 

to kill), retired Manitowoc County Sheriff’s Office (“MTSO”) deputies Judy Dvorak and Arland 

Avery, retired Sheriff Thomas Kocourek, former Manitowoc County District Attorney Denis 

Vogel, Penny Beerntsen (the survivor of the 1985 sexual assault,  attempted murder and false 

imprisonment [herein, “1985 sexual assault”]), Avery’s family, his then fiancé, his former and 

present attorneys, Judge Hazlewood (who presided over the Beerntsen matter and was then 

retired) and later Judge Patrick Willis (who presided over Avery’s murder trial) and Judge 

Jerome Fox (who presided over Dassey’s murder trial), Peg Lautenschlager (then Wisconsin 

Attorney General), reporters and politicians.  Some, but not all, of them agreed to interviews 

and/or other filming.  With Avery’s trial attorneys, the filming we did in the lead up to and 

during the murder trial was limited and we had to wait to do most of our interviews with them 

until after the murder trial was completed. 

13. We reached out to the family of Teresa Halbach, but they did not wish to do sit-

down interviews or otherwise participate.  Given what they had been through, we understood.  

We made a good faith effort to film them at public events and film Teresa’s brother Mike 

Halbach’s press conferences.   In Making a Murderer, we tried to present their perspective by 

using that more public footage as well as using archival vérité and interview footage of them that 

we were able to license or otherwise include. 

14. We also reached out to the prosecutors in Avery’s and Dassey’s murder cases, 

including Special Prosecutor Ken Kratz, Thomas Fallon and Norm Gahn.  However, the 
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prosecutors either did not respond to requests or declined to participate.  Again, in Making a 

Murderer, we tried to present the State’s experiences and perspective by including extensive 

coverage of the prosecutors in court through all phases of the Halbach murder trials, archival 

footage of Ken Kratz from the period before we were filming in Wisconsin and footage we could 

shoot at or obtain of press conferences (both before and during Avery’s and Dassey’s trials) 

where the prosecutors answered questions and (primarily Ken Kratz) set forth the State’s theories 

and outlined key evidence that they believed pointed to Avery’s and Dassey’s guilt.  Kratz’s 

March 2, 2006 press conference referenced above is one such event, as that was a particularly 

significant turning point in the case.  See MaM Ep. 3 26:00–28:26; see also MaM Ep. 7 44:28–

45:30. 

15. We also reached out to Undersheriff Robert Hermann at MTSO, as we understood 

that he was acting as a spokesperson for the Department and we also understood that current 

MTSO personnel generally were forbidden from talking with the media about the Penny 

Beerntsen and Teresa Halbach matters.  We interviewed Undersheriff Hermann, and portions of 

that interview are included in episode 3 of Making a Murderer.  See MaM Ep. 3 22:51–23:22. 

16. We also interviewed then Assistant District Attorney Michael Griesbach who 

spoke about Avery’s wrongful conviction and subsequent exoneration for the 1985 sexual assault 

of Penny Beerntsen.  Griesbach also discussed matters concerning the investigation by the 

Wisconsin Department of Justice that followed Avery’s release, along with matters related to 

Avery’s civil rights lawsuit against Manitowoc County, former Manitowoc County Sheriff 

Thomas Kocourek and former Manitowoc County District Attorney Dennis Vogel (who had 

been the lead prosecutor).  Making a Murderer includes portions of Griesbach’s interview in 

episode 1.  See MaM Ep 1 at 49:51–51:500. 
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17. As part of our research into and documenting of Avery’s 1985 conviction and 

imprisonment, related appeals and postconviction efforts, subsequent exoneration, the Wisconsin 

Department of Justice’s investigation and Avery’s subsequent civil rights lawsuit, the Avery 

Task Force, and the Halbach case we obtained copies of many primary source materials related 

to those matters, investigations and proceedings.  For example, we obtained copies of: 

• Pleadings, orders and other documents related to Avery’s priors; 
• Pleadings, orders and other documents related to Avery’s 1985 conviction;  
• The Wisconsin Department of Corrections file on Avery; 
• Pleadings, orders and other documents related to Avery’s appeals and postconviction 

efforts to overturn his 1985 conviction; 
• Correspondence and reports relating to Avery’s exoneration; 
• Copies of the Wisconsin Department of Justice’s Division of Criminal Investigation 

(“DCI”) investigative reports regarding Avery’s 1985 conviction, subsequent 
imprisonment and 2003 exoneration, as well as many documents and correspondence 
related to those reports; 

• A copy of the Wisconsin Attorney General’s report regarding whether there were any 
criminal or ethical violations relating to Avery’s 1985 conviction, subsequent 
imprisonment and 2003 exoneration;  

• Pleadings and other documents from Avery’s civil rights lawsuit, including videos and 
transcripts of the depositions of numerous witnesses in that case including Sandra Morris 
and MTSO officials such as Plaintiff Andrew Colborn, Sheriff Kenneth Petersen, 
Lieutenant James Lenk, former deputy Judy Dvorak, former Chief Deputy Eugene 
Kusche, and Manitowoc County Assistant District Attorney Michael Griesbach, 
Manitowoc District Attorney Mark Rohrer, and DCI Special Agents Amy Lehmann and 
Debra Strauss, and Assistant Attorney General Thomas Fallon;   

• Copies of documents referenced at those depositions; 
• Copies of documents related to the criminal record of Gregory Allen, the man who DNA 

evidence showed was the actual person responsible for the 1985 sexual assault of Penny 
Beerntsen for which Avery had been wrongfully convicted; 

• Video and audio copies of interrogations of Steven Avery in the Sandra Morris (audio 
only) and Halbach cases; 

• Video and audio copies of interrogations of Brendan Dassey; 
• Audio copies of Avery’s and Dassey’s jail calls recorded while they were in custody 

awaiting trial for the murder of Teresa Halbach; 
• Video footage, pleadings and orders related to the pre-trial proceedings in Avery’s and 

Dassey’s cases; and 
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• Footage from press conferences related to the Avery and Dassey cases. 
 

We also obtained secondary sources like newspaper articles and news footage related to 

the above items. 

18. Laura and I obtained these materials to better understand the subjects that we 

were covering and to try to make Making a Murderer as accurate as we could.  We spent 

considerable sums of money obtaining copies of these materials, including, for example, copying 

charges and license fees. 

19. In connection with making Making a Murderer, I estimate that I personally spent 

at least 1200 hours reviewing the materials described above in Paragraph 17, which includes 

only researching and reviewing third-party materials.  The estimate does not include time spent 

in production or post-production with original or pool footage from all of our sitdown interviews, 

vérité shoots, recording of pre-trial and trial footage, etc.  Factoring in those efforts would bring 

the total to well over ten thousand hours over a ten-year period.  

20. We carefully researched Making a Murderer and relied among other things on 

public records and other primary sources. To this day, I am confident that we were as accurate as 

the record allowed for the numerous legal matters that we covered. 

 

Trial Footage, Unterminated Feed Issues and Steps Taken to Address those Issues 

21. The Judge presiding over Steven Avery’s murder trial, Hon. Patrick L. Willis, 

permitted use of a single camera in the courtroom to film all public pre-trial hearings, and the 

media worked according to a pool system where members of the media could plug into a mult-

box fed from the camera to take that feed.  All outlets had the right to use the footage.  Synthesis 

Films participated in this pool system.  
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22. Before trial Judge Willis had a meeting with all the members of the media 

including Synthesis Films to discuss camera coverage for the trial.  A true and correct copy of 

Judge Willis’ Order Regarding Trial Administration, dated January 19, 2007, is attached as 

Exhibit 17 to the concurrently filed Declaration of Laura Ricciardi.  It was ultimately decided 

that there would be three pool cameras (A, B, C) for the courtroom, as well as one pool camera 

in the hallway, which would move downstairs in the afternoon to also record daily press 

conferences.  The A-camera (which Laura and I call the “witness cam”) was a manned camera in 

the back right corner of the gallery that filmed the witnesses and the judge.  The B-camera 

(which Laura and I call the “lawyer cam”) was a remote-control camera mounted to the wall 

above the jury box that filmed the lawyers, the defendant, the gallery and the projection screen.  

The C-camera (which Laura and I call the “C-cam”) was a manned camera in the small, 

windowed media room in the back left corner of the courtroom that rolled on the rare moments 

when someone in the courtroom was up on their feet moving and could not be filmed well by the 

A- and B-camera positions. 

23. During the trial in Calumet County, Laura and I were upstairs in the small media 

room in the back left corner of the courtroom.  I was operating the remote-control/B-camera and 

performing a live edit between the three cameras (A, B, C) and Laura was controlling the sound 

mixer.  

24. During trial, there were three feeds that were fed down to the media room in the 

basement where all of the media outlets as well as Synthesis Films were set up to record.  The 

first feed was of raw (unedited) footage from the witness cam (A-camera).  The second feed was 

of raw (unedited) footage from the lawyer cam (B-camera).  The third feed was a feed of the live 

edit of all three cameras (A, B, C) (which Laura and I call the “mixed feed”). 
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25. Whereas all the media outlets were recording from the (edited) mixed feed and 

using it in their contemporaneous coverage, we at Synthesis Films were the only ones recording 

from the raw (unedited) footage feeds from the witness and lawyer cams (A- and B-cameras, 

respectively) as well as copying the tape of the C-camera operator.  We were not recording from 

the (edited) mixed feed.  We only reviewed and began working with our recordings of the A-

camera and B-camera feeds and C-cam tapes after the trial was completed.  When we did so, we 

realized that the raw feed from the witness cam (A-camera) was “unterminated.”  Unbeknownst 

to us during the trial, on the morning of the second day, someone had removed an adapter that 

was connecting the witness cam (A-camera) feed to the mult-box, located down in the media 

room, and instead connected the feed, without an adapter, directly to the mult-box, which created 

what is called an “unterminated” feed. The result is that the footage from the witness cam (A-

camera) was unusable for broadcast and could not be fixed.   

26. The witness cam (A-camera) footage is unusable as it is “blown out,” meaning it 

is very high contrast and the whites are clipping.  The witnesses' facial and other features have 

no detail and often could not be made out clearly.  As a result, the footage recorded off the 

unterminated feed was non-repairable and unusable for our documentary project and it did not 

meet broadcast standards.   

27. We only discovered the unterminated feed issue after Avery’s trial was 

completed.  In response, Laura and I made repeated efforts to reach out to dozens of people 

working at the local television stations who had covered Avery’s trial in an attempt to obtain 

copies of their stations’ mixed feed footage or the opportunity to make copies of such footage.  

Attached as Exhibits 29 and 30 to this Declaration and 28, 31, 32, and 35 to the concurrently 

filed Declaration of Laura Ricciardi are true and correct copies of some of our correspondence 
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related to those efforts to obtain more footage.  Ex. 28, CHRM034819 (initial outreach email 

from Demos to pool re footage); Ex. 31, CHRM034769 (Ricciardi explaining the unterminated 

feed to producer); Ex. 29, CHRM034730 (pool member recognizing contributions to the group); 

Ex. 30, CHRM034747 (Hearst affiliate assisting with footage); Ex. 35, CHRM034867 (CBS 

affiliate assisting with footage). 

28. In 2007, we were able to duplicate footage from two local television stations, 

WISN and WBAY.  Their footage consisted of the mixed feed footage described above, which 

meant there was not complete footage of witnesses (including Plaintiff) during every moment of 

their time on the witness stand.  The mixed feed footage only sometimes showed the witnesses 

because the recorded live edit was cutting back and forth between the witness, the attorneys, the 

judge, the gallery, the projection screen and the C-cam footage.  Moreover, the television stations 

did not always record the totality of a witness’ testimony.  In 2015, we made additional efforts to 

obtain more usable footage of two trial witnesses: Plaintiff and Leslie Eisenberg.  That was 

because neither of the stations from which we already had obtained usable footage, i.e., WISN 

and WBAY, had been rolling during significant portions of those two witnesses’ testimony.  We 

were successful in obtaining such additional footage from WGBA, although we had to pay a 

$10,000 license fee to the station.  That footage was also mixed feed footage and for the reasons 

listed above was still not complete coverage of the witnesses. 

29. As a result, there were gaps of the witnesses that Laura and I could not fill.  When 

working on Making a Murderer, there were times when Laura and I did not have usable footage 

of Plaintiff testifying in response to a particular question, as the only footage of Plaintiff at that 

moment was the unterminated footage from the witness cam (A-camera).  This was an issue we 

had with every witness that testified after the morning of the second day of trial that appears in 
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the series and the way we addressed the problem was the same across all the witnesses.  To 

address the problem, we found a response from the usable footage we had that was as close as 

possible to the moment for which we did not have usable footage.  For example, there is a scene 

in Making a Murderer in which prosecutor Kratz asks Plaintiff whether he knows if the Jail Call 

was even about Steven Avery.  Because there was no on-screen usable footage of Plaintiff 

responding, “No, I don’t” to Kratz’s question, Laura and I substituted usable footage that we had 

where Plaintiff answered “No, sir.”  Our goal in this and all other substitutions was to find 

substitute footage that stayed true to the substance of witnesses’ testimony (including Plaintiff’s).  

See MaM Ep. 7 at 18:42.   

30. Lodged previously with my declaration in support of the Motion to Restrict, Dkt. 

No. 283, as Exhibits 1–4 are copies of portions of the raw footage that we had for this particular 

moment referenced in the prior paragraph, along with a composite clip showing the footage from 

the three relevant feeds that we prepared for ease of comparison.  Specifically, Exhibit 1 is a 

copy of the A-camera footage, Exhibit 2 is a copy of the B-camera footage, Exhibit 3 is a copy of 

the mixed feed footage, and Exhibit 4 is a composite of the footage in Exhibits 1 through 3.  

These are excerpts of much larger files that we produced in discovery to Plaintiff in this case in 

connection with our agreement to provide Plaintiff with copies of all of our raw footage of 

Plaintiff testifying at Avery’s trial, as reflected by the CHRM digital bates stamps included in the 

individual clips themselves.  The copies of raw footage are provided in .mov files and may not 

open automatically on computers with Windows operating systems, but they should be able to 

opened using the free and open-sourced VLC media player available online.    

31. Contrary to Plaintiff’s allegations that Making a Murderer “spliced” testimony to 

try to make Plaintiff look bad or to change the gist of his testimony, we went to considerable 
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effort utilizing the usable footage we possessed to portray the substance of Plaintiff’s testimony 

accurately and to avoid making material changes to the gist of what Plaintiff’s contentions were 

on the witness stand.  In taking these steps, we tried, and I believe we succeeded, in accurately 

maintaining the material substance of the witnesses’ testimony, including that of Plaintiff.  I do 

not believe any of the edits we made responding to the unterminated feed footage issue 

materially altered Plaintiff’s demeanor or the meaning of any of Plaintiff’s testimony included in 

Making a Murderer let alone in a defamatory manner as he alleges in the Second Amended 

Complaint (“SAC”). 

 

Other Matters Related to Editing and Production of Making a Murderer 

32. Making a Murderer documents events beginning in the early-1980s and 

continuing through 2015.  It covers Avery’s early life, his early encounters with the criminal 

justice system/criminal offenses, his 1985 arrest and wrongful conviction, his related appeals and 

postconviction challenges, his 2003 exoneration and release, the Wisconsin Department of 

Justice’s investigation into his wrongful conviction, Avery’s involvement in legislative reforms, 

his 2004 civil rights lawsuit, the 2005 disappearance of Teresa Halbach, Avery’s subsequent 

arrest for her murder, the investigation into Avery and his nephew Brendan Dassey, the pre-trial 

period leading up to Avery and Dassey’s 2007 trials, Avery’s 2007 trial, Dassey’s separate 2007 

trial, the juries’ guilty verdicts and reaction to them, and Avery’s and Dassey’s appeals and 

postconviction efforts.   

33. Making a Murderer also explores its subjects’ experiences in the legal system, as 

well as aspects of the legal system itself.   

34. The process of making a documentary necessarily requires significant editing.  

That involves summarizing, condensing, and compressing a huge volume of information and 
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materials.  Avery’s 2007 trial alone lasted approximately five weeks, with 60 witnesses and 

hundreds of exhibits.  While Season 1 of Making a Murderer spends a considerable amount of 

time in the courtroom for Avery’s murder trial (slightly less than two hours), Making a Murderer 

necessarily could only include a portion of what occurred there.  The same is obviously true of 

Plaintiff’s trial testimony.  At Avery’s trial, Plaintiff testified on the stand for approximately 3 

hours and 10 minutes, or approximately 3 hours and 40 minutes if you include oral argument of 

counsel during the time he was on the stand.  And Plaintiff is just one of 25 witnesses at Avery’s 

trial whose testimony is included in Making a Murderer.  If Making a Murderer had included all 

of the witnesses’ entire testimony, the trial scenes alone would have been about 130 hours. 

35. Our intent when editing footage was to summarize, condense and compress 

voluminous material in a comprehensible manner for viewers that accurately captured the gist of 

subjects’ testimony and viewpoints on events.  The standard editorial practices we used to 

summarize, condense and compress subjects’ testimony, actions and viewpoints were applied 

universally to all witnesses who appear in the series.  With respect to the Teresa Halbach case, 

we necessarily had to choose certain pieces of evidence to feature and in making those choices 

we looked to the prosecution and the defense to see what each side said was their most important 

evidence. 

36. We explicitly sought to include both the view of the State and of Avery’s defense 

attorneys in the Series, even when representatives from the prosecution and law enforcement 

declined to make themselves available for interviews. We used press conferences and arguments 

in court to substitute for direct interviews. 

37. While in post-production, we ensured we had proper permissions and hired Rights 

and Clearance Counsel in connection with using footage, images, and other materials in the 
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Series.  Rights and Clearance counsel also vetted Making a Murderer to ensure that it was 

legally proper and did not, for example, defame any of its subjects.  We did this both as a 

preventative measure and because we wanted to be accurate. 

 

The Distribution Agreement with Netflix and Working with Netflix in Post-Production 

38. After Steven Avery’s trial in 2007, Laura and I started the long process of 

mapping out and editing footage for what eventually became Making a Murderer.  We had 

difficulty pitching what at that time was an unconventional format: a long-form documentary 

series.  We spent several years working on the first few episodes to demonstrate to potential 

distributors that it was more than just a documentary feature film and that a long-form series was 

justified. 

39. Lisa Nishimura of Netflix recognized the complexity and appeal of the story and 

took a risk.  After discussions and later negotiations by our outside counsel with Netflix, in 2014, 

we entered into a licensing agreement with Netflix whereby Making a Murderer would be 

distributed on the Netflix platform. 

40. Throughout the remaining post-production, Netflix creative executives provided 

notes, but we chose how (and whether) to implement them and retained creative control. I was 

the lead editor and performed most of the editing myself and I oversaw the work of contributing 

editors. 

41. We had initially planned for eight episodes but expanded to ten episodes to devote 

more running time to Avery’s and Dassey’s trials. 

42. Netflix marketed the show, though we had some input on marketing issues. 
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43. Netflix suggested we hire a graphics company to create graphics for the Series.  

We provided the information to include in the graphics and gave notes and input to make the 

graphics accurate and viewer-friendly.  We believed that using graphics was appropriate because, 

particularly in the early episodes of Making a Murderer, viewers are presented with lots of 

events, dates, locations and individuals, including numerous MTSO officers, to keep track of. 

44. We were invited to and participated in many media interviews and industry, legal, 

educational and cultural events following Making a Murderer’s release on Netflix on December 

18, 2015. 

45. We received many messages, both positive and negative, after the Series was 

released. We received an email from then Manitowoc County ADA Michael Griesbach 

congratulating us on the Series and its overall message about ambiguity and uncertainty in the 

criminal justice system.  Attached as Exhibit 34 to the concurrently filed Declaration of Laura 

Ricciardi is a true and correct copy of Michael Griesbach’s December 23, 2015 email to Laura 

and me.  CHRM002666. 

 

Allegations in the SAC regarding Making a Murderer 

Plaintiff’s Overarching Complaint 

46. Much of the SAC strikes me as being premised on an overarching complaint that 

Making a Murderer includes the viewpoints of Steven Avery’s defense and others that Plaintiff 

and others in law enforcement planted evidence to frame Avery for the murder of Teresa 

Halbach.  However, that was a core part of Avery’s defense at his murder trial.  We could not 

document Avery’s trial without including this key defense. 
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47. The SAC often seriously mischaracterizes portions of Making a Murderer in 

which Avery and his defenders’ voice planting accusations against Plaintiff as statements made 

by “Defendants” or “Making a Murderer.”  But Making a Murderer’s inclusion of subjects’ 

viewpoints does not mean that we were endorsing or agreeing with what they said.  Indeed, 

Making a Murderer also includes statements made by Plaintiff and others explicitly denying and 

pushing back against Avery’s planting allegations.     

48. Attributing Making a Murderer’s subjects’ viewpoints to Laura and me shows a 

fundamental misunderstanding of Making a Murderer.  Laura and I purposefully did not include 

in Making a Murderer an omniscient voiceover narrator telling viewers what and whom to 

believe.  Instead, Making a Murderer includes individuals expressing their own views in 

interviews, in vérité footage, in deposition and trial testimony, and at press conferences and 

public places where various matters were being discussed.  When editing the part of Making a 

Murderer focused on the investigation into and trial of Steven Avery for the murder of Teresa 

Halbach, we chose to lay out the story in the present tense, again without voice-over narration by 

us or anyone else.  The result is that the events play out as people on all sides of the Halbach case 

take action, voice their points of view and make their respective legal arguments concerning 

Halbach and her horrific murder, as well as the investigation, prosecution, conviction, and 

sentencing of Avery and Dassey and the appellate and postconviction phases of those cases.  

Making a Murderer includes a variety of viewpoints, opinions, assertions, and counter-

assertions.  Making a Murderer also explores ambiguities in the story, and, far from beating 

viewers over the head with a “correct” conclusion, reflects the many uncertainties in the matter.  

In creating Making a Murderer, Laura and I intended to raise questions but deliberately did not 

provide answers or tell viewers what to think. 
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49. I do not know whether Steven Avery killed Teresa Halbach.  I accept that, unless 

there is some new revelation in the case, I will probably have to live with that uncertainty.  I also 

do not know whether Plaintiff or others in law enforcement planted evidence against Avery.  

Again, unless there is some new revelation on that score, I anticipate that I will have to live with 

the uncertainty.   

 

The 1994–95 Jail Call 

50. I reviewed Plaintiff’s allegations in his pleadings about specific statements related 

to the 1994–95 Jail Call and related subjects.  None of the Plaintiff’s challenged statements 

relating to them were included in Making a Murderer with knowledge of their falsity or with a 

high degree of awareness of probable falsity.  I did not and do not entertain any doubts that 

Making a Murderer accurately captured the gist of the parties’ contentions with regard to those 

statements and subject matter. 

51. Plaintiff alleges in Paragraph 27 of the SAC that Defendants “spliced and 

omitted” portions of Plaintiff’s testimony about the Jail Call to lead “viewers to falsely conclude 

that Plaintiff bears responsibility for seven or eight of Avery’s 18 years of wrongful 

imprisonment, providing him with a motive to frame Avery for Halbach’s murder.”  That is not 

true.  We did not attempt to lead Making a Murderer viewers to conclude that Plaintiff bears 

responsibility for seven to eight years of Avery’s wrongful imprisonment providing him with a 

motive to frame Avery for Halbach’s murder, nor do I believe that Making a Murderer does so.  

While Avery and his attorneys accused Plaintiff of planting evidence and claimed he was 

motivated to do so by, among other things, Avery’s civil rights lawsuit and Plaintiff’s 

involvement in the Jail Call, that was simply their viewpoint, which was reflected in Making a 

Murderer along with viewpoints of others, including that of Plaintiff, whom Making a Murderer 
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shows denying that accusation.  Making a Murderer also includes other statements by Plaintiff 

related to the Jail Call: (1) that he did not know if the caller was talking about Steven Avery; (2) 

that he forwarded the call to an MTSO detective to address the caller’s concerns; (3) Plaintiff did 

not prepare a report on the Jail Call in 1995 because he did not think one was called for; and (4) 

Plaintiff did not plant evidence and was not motivated to plant evidence based on the Jail Call.  

See MaM Ep. 7 at 22:57–24:30. 

52. The Avery trial was approximately five weeks long, and Plaintiff alone was on the 

stand for three-plus hours. Abridgment of Plaintiff’s and other witnesses’ testimony was a 

necessity, and thus Making a Murderer could not include the entirety of Plaintiff’s testimony.  

That applies generally, and also specifically with respect to the Jail Call.  Laura and I tried to 

capture the core aspects of Plaintiff’s testimony on that subject, and I believe that we accurately 

did that.  In condensing Plaintiff’s testimony, we did not attempt to distort Plaintiff’s testimony, 

nor do I believe that we did so.  I do not believe that the particular items related to the Jail Call 

that Plaintiff complains about in his SAC constitute material alterations of the gist of Plaintiff’s 

testimony.  Regardless, the editing decisions that Laura Ricciardi and I made were not done with 

the intent to make any such material changes.  Nor did we know that any such material change 

was made or entertain any doubts that what Making a Murderer included accurately reflected the 

key substance of Plaintiff’s testimony and of Avery’s attorneys’ suggestions and accusations that 

Plaintiff had planted evidence.  

53. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a 

Murderer’s efforts to compress and summarize testimony (although I do not believe there are), 

such inaccuracies were inadvertent. I did not and do not entertain any doubts that what was 

presented in Making a Murderer accurately captured the gist of the parties’ contentions.  That 
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applies generally and also specifically to those portions of Making a Murderer related to the Jail 

Call. 

54. I believed when Making a Murderer was released on December 18, 2015, (and 

still believe now) that Making a Murderer’s inclusion of Plaintiff’s testimony that he did not 

know if the Jail Call had anything to do with Steven Avery conveyed the idea that Plaintiff was 

claiming that Avery’s name was not mentioned to him during the Jail Call.   

55. I understand that in discovery Plaintiff complained about a brief sequence at 

17:35-46 of Episode 7 of Making a Murderer.  That is an instance where, because of the 

unterminated feed problem discussed above, we did not have usable footage of Plaintiff on the 

witness stand listening to prosecutor Ken Kratz when he says to Plaintiff “You were asked, as I 

understand as part of a civil lawsuit to provide what’s called a deposition.”  As a result, I 

included footage from another part of Kratz’s examination of Plaintiff when Plaintiff was also 

listening to Kratz and waiting for him to complete his question.1  I do not believe the shot 

included in Making a Murder of Plaintiff materially alters the meaning of his testimony or 

presents him in a materially different manner than at trial.  I also understand that in discovery 

Plaintiff complained about the shot at the end of a scene in which Plaintiff is shown testifying at 

24:23–30 of Episode 7 of Making a Murder.  I understand Plaintiff suggests this shot was chosen 

 
 
1 Lodged previously with my declaration in support of the Motion to Restrict, Dkt. No. 283, as 
Exhibits 5–8 are copies of portions of the raw footage that we had for this particular moment 
along with a composite clip showing the footage from the three relevant feeds that we prepared 
for ease of comparison.  Specifically, Exhibit 5 is a copy of the A-camera footage, Exhibit 6 is a 
copy of the B-camera footage, Exhibit 7 is a copy of the mixed feed footage, and Exhibit 8 is a 
composite of the footage in Exhibits 5 through 7.  These are excerpts of much larger files that we 
produced in discovery to Plaintiff in this case in connection with our agreement to provide 
Plaintiff with copies of all of our raw footage of Plaintiff testifying at Avery’s trial, as reflected 
by the CHRM digital bates stamps included in the individual clips themselves. 
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to make him look “confused or rattled.”  That is not why I selected that shot, and I do not believe 

it makes him look confused or rattled.  We did not have usable footage of Plaintiff from trial at 

that exact moment—right when Avery’s attorney Dean Strang concluded his questioning of 

Plaintiff.  The usable mixed feed did not cut back to Plaintiff until Dean Strang had already sat 

down, the judge had already excused Plaintiff and Plaintiff was starting to stand up.  I needed to 

find a usable shot of Plaintiff not talking and not listening but simply waiting for what was to 

happen next.  In order to show Plaintiff in a moment like that, immediately following 

examination, I substituted a shot of Plaintiff from the moment immediately following direct 

examination. 2  I do not believe the shot included in Making a Murder of Plaintiff materially 

alters the meaning of his testimony or presents him in a materially different manner than at trial. 

56. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that compression of a 

Q&A that resulted in Plaintiff answering the question—“Have you ever planted any evidence 

against Mr. Avery?”—with the response “I have to say that this is the first time my integrity has 

ever been questioned, and no, I have not” instead of “that’s ridiculous, no I have not,” did not 

materially alter the meaning of Plaintiff’s testimony.  To the contrary, it shows that Plaintiff was 

firmly denying Avery’s planting accusations and taking umbrage at their being made against 

him.  See MaM Ep. 7 at 18:42–19:15. 

 
 
2 Lodged previously with my declaration in support of the Motion to Restrict, Dkt. No. 283, as 
Exhibit 9–12 are copies of portions of the raw footage that we had for this particular moment, 
along with a composite clip showing the footage from the three relevant feeds that we prepared 
for ease of comparison.  Specifically, Exhibit 9 is a copy of the A-camera footage, Exhibit 10 is a 
copy of the B-camera footage, Exhibit 11 is a copy of the mixed feed footage, and Exhibit 12 is a 
composite of the footage in Exhibits 9 through 11.  These are excerpts of much larger files that 
we produced in discovery to Plaintiff in this case in connection with our agreement to provide 
Plaintiff with copies of all of our raw footage of Plaintiff testifying at Avery’s trial, as reflected 
by the CHRM digital bates stamps included in the individual clips themselves. 
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57. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that the substance of 

Plaintiff’s explanation for why he did not prepare a report of the Jail Call in 1995 is captured by 

Making a Murderer’s inclusion of Plaintiff’s testimony that he “didn’t know what [a 1995] 

report would have been about” and “if I wrote a report about every call that came in, I would 

spend my whole day writing reports.”  See MaM Ep. 7 at 22:57–24:30. 

58. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Stephen Glynn’s 

statement that Plaintiff’s Sept. 12, 2003 written statement was left in the Sheriff’s safe not only 

represented Glynn’s opinion on the matter, but I also was aware of a September 30, 2003 report 

from Wisconsin DCI in which Special Agent Debra Strauss had confirmed that Plaintiff’s written 

statement was, in fact, kept in Sheriff Petersen’s safe.  I understand that while Plaintiff’s SAC 

alleged that Glynn’s statement was false, Plaintiff has now admitted that his written statement 

was, in fact, kept in a safe in the Sheriff’s office.   

59. While Making a Murderer also includes statements by others that Plaintiff was 

given reassurances by someone at MTSO in the 1990s that he need not worry because they 

already had the “right guy” in prison, I am aware that Plaintiff himself has testified that he does 

not recall ever receiving any such reassurances from anyone at MTSO.   

60. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a 

Murderer’s efforts to compress and summarize testimony with respect to the Jail Call (although I 

do not believe there are), such inaccuracies were inadvertent and I did not and do not entertain 

any doubts that what was presented in Making a Murderer accurately captured the gist of the 

parties’ contentions and testimony, including Avery’s attorneys’ express or implied accusations 

against Plaintiff and also Plaintiff’s denial of those accusations. 
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Call to Dispatch 

61. I reviewed Plaintiff’s allegations in the pleadings about specific statements related 

to the Call to Dispatch and related subjects.  None of the Plaintiff’s challenged statements 

relating to them were included in Making a Murderer with knowledge of their falsity or with a 

high degree of awareness of probable falsity.  I did not and do not entertain any doubts that 

Making a Murderer accurately captured the gist of the parties’ contentions with regard to those 

statements and subject matter. 

62. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that the compression of 

questions and answers addressed in Paragraph 34 of the SAC does not materially change the 

meaning of Plaintiff’s testimony.  Guided by what happened at trial, Making a Murderer shows 

the key points in that question-and-answer exchange: (1) Avery’s attorneys suggested Plaintiff 

was looking at Teresa Halbach’s car when he made the Call to Dispatch; and (2) Plaintiff denied 

that.  See MaM Ep. 5 at 53:35–57:00.   

63. Plaintiff’s allegations in Paragraph 34 of the SAC ignore prior questioning by 

Avery’s attorney shown in Making a Murderer that had established that Plaintiff frequently 

called dispatch and provided a license plate number for a car that he had stopped or had come 

across while on patrol.  Making a Murderer then shows Avery’s attorney playing portions of the 

audio recording of the Call to Dispatch to Plaintiff and then asking him if he was looking at 

Teresa Halbach’s license plate when he made the call, and Plaintiff denies that he was.  After 

more questions and answers, Making a Murderer proceeds to the scene about which Paragraph 

34 complains.  But what the SAC calls a “manipulation” is simply a streamlining of the question-

and-answer that saves time and removes an evidentiary objection (for which there was no 

footage of the objecting prosecutor Kratz, or the Judge), followed by Avery’s attorney rephrasing 
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his initial question.  While the wording of the two questions may be different, to me, they convey 

the same meaning, particularly in context.  Avery’s attorney is suggesting the audio recording of 

the Call to Dispatch sounds like one of the frequent calls Plaintiff had testified about where he 

had been looking at a car’s license plate when calling dispatch.  The attorney was insinuating 

that Plaintiff was similarly looking at Teresa Halbach’s license plate during the Call to Dispatch.  

And Plaintiff denies that.  I do not believe Making a Murderer materially changes the gist of that 

exchange.  Episode 5 ends with Plaintiff explicitly denying the accusation a second time.  We did 

not intend to convey any assertion or implication that Plaintiff was admitting that he was looking 

at Teresa Halbach’s car when he made the Call to Dispatch, nor do we believe that Making a 

Murderer does so.   Lodged previously with my declaration in support of the Motion to Restrict, 

Dkt. No. 283, as Exhibits 13–16 are copies of portions of the raw footage that we had for this 

particular moment, along with a composite clip showing the footage from the three relevant 

feeds that we prepared for ease of comparison. Specifically, Exhibit 13 is a copy of the A-camera 

footage, Exhibit 14 is a copy of the B-camera footage, Exhibit 15 is a copy of the mixed feed 

footage, and Exhibit 16 is a composite of the footage in Exhibits 13 through 15.  These are 

excerpts of much larger files that we produced in discovery to Plaintiff in this case in connection 

with our agreement to provide Plaintiff with copies of all of our raw footage of Plaintiff 

testifying at Avery’s trial, as reflected by the CHRM digital bates stamps included in the 

individual clips themselves. 

64. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer 

conveys Plaintiff’s explanation for how he believes he got the license plate and other information 

for Teresa Halbach’s car (from Mark Wiegert), and that the additional testimony Plaintiff cites in 

Paragraphs 35 and 36 of the SAC would have been cumulative.  Editing decisions were not 
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motivated by any desire to present a false impression of Plaintiff’s testimony on the subject.  

Instead, Plaintiff’s testimony was edited for compression and summarization reasons.  Again, 

such standard editing techniques were applied universally to witnesses and Plaintiff was treated 

no differently than any other witness.  Also, Paragraph 36 notes that Making a Murderer did not 

include a portion of the Call to Dispatch that Plaintiff acknowledges was “inaudible.”  We did 

not include inaudible statements as a general principle because inaudibility would confuse and 

frustrate viewers. 

65. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer 

does not contain any “reaction” shots of Plaintiff that materially change the gist of his trial 

testimony in a manner defamatory to him.  I am aware of one particular scene in Making a 

Murderer about which Plaintiff complained at his deposition in this case, which I attended in 

person.  That shot is at 55:31 of Episode 5 of Making a Murderer.  In my opinion, that shot does 

not make Plaintiff look “nervous or apprehensive,” as his SAC alleges in Paragraph 37.  To the 

contrary, Plaintiff is shown holding his head up and his eye level steady.  In any event, we did 

not include that shot in Making a Murderer to make Plaintiff look nervous or apprehensive.  

Rather, because of the unterminated feed footage problem discussed above, we did not have 

usable footage of Plaintiff at that particular moment from trial. The unusable footage we had 

reflects that, after the question and answer sequence shown in Making a Murderer at 55:24–30 of 

Episode 5 is done, there was a pause in the questioning and answering before Avery attorney 

Dean Strang asked his next question.3  I used the shot included at 55:30–37 of Episode 5 because 

 
 
3 Lodged previously with my declaration in support of the Motion to Restrict, Dkt. No. 283, as 
Exhibits 17–20 are copies of portions of the raw footage that we had for this particular moment, 
along with a composite clip showing the footage from the three relevant feeds that we prepared 
for ease of comparison.  Specifically, Exhibit 17 is a copy of the A-camera footage, Exhibit 18 is 
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it came from the same cross-examination of Plaintiff by Strang and also included a pause where 

Plaintiff was waiting for Strang to ask his next question.   I do not believe the shot included in 

Making a Murder of Plaintiff materially alters the meaning of his testimony or presents him in a 

materially different manner than at trial.   

66. I understand that, in discovery, Plaintiff complained that the same “reaction” shot 

discussed in the prior paragraph was not used in a different sequence that appears at 19:30 of 

Episode 7 of Making a Murderer.  I understand that, in that instance, Plaintiff complained that 

the “reaction” shot in question made him look “confident”—not “nervous”—and he was 

complaining about its not being included in Episode 7 there.  To me, Plaintiff saying a particular 

shot makes him look “nervous or apprehensive” and then arguing that the very same shot makes 

him look “confident” is indicative of the lack of merit in Plaintiff’s complaints about editing 

decisions that we made for Making a Murderer. 

67. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that the scene in Making 

a Murderer showing Plaintiff’s testimony regarding the Call to Dispatch about which he 

complains in Paragraph 38 of his SAC is not a “fabricat[ion],” but includes and accurately 

captures the gist of both Avery’s defense lawyers’ accusations and also Plaintiff’s repeated 

express denials of those accusations.   

68. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a 

Murderer’s cutting from Steven Avery telling interrogators that he believes law enforcement 

 
 
a copy of the B-camera footage, Exhibit 19 is a copy of the mixed feed footage, and Exhibit 20 is 
a composite of the footage in Exhibits 17 through 19.  These are excerpts of much larger files 
that we produced in discovery to Plaintiff in this case in connection with our agreement to 
provide Plaintiff with copies of all of our raw footage of Plaintiff testifying at Avery’s trial, as 
reflected by the CHRM digital bates stamps included in the individual clips themselves. 
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officials planted evidence against him to a scene involving Plaintiff accurately reflects the fact 

that, at trial, Avery’s attorneys were accusing Plaintiff of being one of two officers (along with 

Lenk) who planted evidence.  In fact, I recall that Judge Willis issued an order allowing Avery’s 

attorneys to accuse Plaintiff and Lenk—and only Plaintiff and Lenk—of planting evidence. 

69. Paragraph 40 erroneously alleges that the scene in Making a Murderer involving 

Avery’s criminal defense attorney Jerome Buting’s discovery of a blood vial stored in a box with 

a broken seal kept at the Manitowoc County Clerk of Court’s office was a “dramatic re-

enactment.”  It was not.  It was shot live by Avery’s attorney Jerome Buting, who receives a 

credit at the end of Episode 4 reflecting that.  See MaM Ep. 4 at 1:05:11.  It should have been 

obvious that this scene was not a re-enactment because it includes prosecutor Norm Gahn and 

investigator Mark Wiegert, who obviously would not have been participating in a “re-enactment” 

of Avery’s attorneys coming across the blood vial.   I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still 

believe now) that Making a Murderer’s inclusion of this scene captures the fact that Avery’s 

defense team was excited about the blood vial discovery, which was reflected in arguments they 

made at trial.  See MaM Ep. 4 1:02:26–1:04:14.  I would also note that Making a Murderer 

includes the prosecution’s efforts to rebut those arguments, including via an FBI test and an 

expert witness for the State testifying about that test.  See MaM Eps. 5–7. 

70. I believe that Making a Murderer accurately portrays the Call to Dispatch insofar 

as it presents Plaintiff’s testimony that he believed it was November 3, 2005 when he made the 

Call to Dispatch (such testimony is included in Making a Murderer), but there is no presentation 

of any documentary evidence pointing to a definitive time and date to confirm when the call 

occurred.  To my understanding, the Call to Dispatch had to have occurred sometime between 

when Teresa Halbach was reported missing on November 3, 2005 and when her vehicle was 
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found on the Avery property on November 5, 2005.  In my research for Making a Murderer, I 

never came across any written log that definitively set forth the caller information, date, and time 

for the Call to Dispatch.  In this litigation, I have seen documentation that could be relevant to 

setting the date and time of that call, but I have not seen any such evidence that definitively 

confirms the date and time of the Call.  I am aware that Plaintiff complained in discovery that we 

“spliced” the portion of Making a Murderer in which he is shown surmising that it was likely 

November 3, 2005 when he made the Call to Dispatch, i.e., Episode 5 at 55:38–50.  We simply 

compressed Plaintiff’s testimony there to include testimony from earlier in the question and 

answer in which Plaintiff provides the date on which he believes he made the Call to Dispatch.  

That was done for clarity for Making a Murderer viewers, not to make Plaintiff look bad.  I do 

not believe the shot included in Making a Murder of Plaintiff materially alters the meaning of his 

testimony or presents him in a materially different manner than at trial. 

71. I am aware of differing sworn testimony about the timing of the Call to Dispatch.  

As depicted in Episode 7, Plaintiff has testified that he believed that he placed the Call to 

Dispatch on November 3, 2005 after speaking with Calumet investigator Wiegert.  See MaM Ep. 

5 at 55:35–56:10.  By contrast, in a sworn affidavit accompanying Avery’s October 23, 2017 

motion for reconsideration, a local resident named Kevin Rahmlow testified that he saw Teresa 

Halbach’s car on the side of the road in Mishicot on November 3 and 4, 2005, saw a missing 

person poster about Teresa Halbach and her car, and then alerted an MTSO officer whom he ran 

into at a gas station on November 4, 2005, about his having seen the car on the side of the road.  

He further attested that, after viewing Making a Murderer, he recognized that officer as Plaintiff.  

See CHRM009598 (Rahmlow affidavit). 
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72. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a 

Murderer’s efforts to compress and summarize testimony with respect to the Call to Dispatch 

(although I do not believe there are), such inaccuracies were inadvertent and I did not and do not 

entertain any doubts that what was presented in Making a Murderer accurately captured the gist 

of the parties’ contentions and testimony, including Avery’s attorneys’ express or implied 

accusations against Plaintiff and also Plaintiff’s denial of those accusations.
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Discovery of the Key 

73. I reviewed the Plaintiff’s allegations in the pleadings about specific statements 

related to the discovery by James Lenk of the key to Teresa Halbach’s car in Steven Avery’s 

bedroom on November 8, 2005 and related subjects.  None of the Plaintiff’s challenged 

statements relating to them were included in Making a Murderer with knowledge of their falsity 

or with a high degree of awareness of probable falsity.  I did not and do not entertain any doubts 

that Making a Murderer accurately captured the gist of the parties’ contentions with regard to 

those statements and subject matter. 

74. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that the scene in Making 

a Murderer showing Calumet Sgt. Tyson’s testifying that he had to watch Manitowoc County 

officers during searches to make sure they weren’t left alone on Avery’s property, and that it was 

the only time in Tyson’s career that he had been asked to do that, accurately captures the gist of 

Tyson’s testimony.  While Plaintiff challenges the editing in that scene, we simply condensed 

Tyson’s testimony as part of overall efforts to streamline the presentation of events in light of 

time constraints.  Edits were not made to materially alter the substance Tyson’s testimony.  

Rather, I believe both the first question in the challenged question and answer exchanged (shown 

in Making a Murderer) and the second question (not shown) carried the same gist: whether 

Tyson had ever in his career had to watch over fellow law enforcement officers during a search 

to make sure they were never left alone without supervision.  See MaM Ep. 7 at 5:20–6:17; 

Ricciardi Decl Ex 19, CHRM008000 at 25:5–26:19 and 53:1-10. 

75. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer 

accurately presents the substance of Plaintiff’s explanation for how he believes the key was 

found on November 8, 2005, after numerous prior searches of Avery’s bedroom had failed to 
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locate it.  Specifically, Making a Murderer shows witness testimony that the State’s theory was 

that the key probably fell out from the back of a bookcase as a result of Plaintiff’s having 

handled that bookcase “roughly” on November 8th.  The SAC complains that Making a 

Murderer does not include photographs of the back of the bookcase, but Making a Murderer 

could not include everything from trial.  There were hundreds of exhibits at Avery’s trial, and 

Making a Murderer only includes footage of a handful of them.  Making a Murderer’s non-

inclusion of the photograph was not the result of any decision to “le[a]d viewers to the 

inescapable but false conclusion that Plaintiff and MTSO Lt. James Lenk planted the ignition 

key,” as the SAC falsely claims.  Rather, Laura and I believed Making a Murderer had already 

captured the gist of Plaintiff’s (Kucharski’s and Lenk’s) explanation for the circumstances and 

timing of the discovery of the key.  The same goes for Plaintiff’s complaint in discovery that 

Making a Murderer did not include more of prosecutor Kratz’s questioning of Plaintiff regarding 

the bookcase.  At the point in the Series that Plaintiff is testifying about the bookcase, Making a 

Murderer viewers have already heard testimony about the finding of the key from Deputy Daniel 

Kucharski in Episode 3 at 6:21 during Avery’s preliminary hearing, and from two witnesses at 

Avery’s trial, Deputy Daniel Kucharski and Lieutenant James Lenk See MaM Ep. 7 at 6:19–

13:58.  Making a Murderer could not include Plaintiff’s entire testimony and we necessarily had 

to make editing decisions.  I do not believe those editing decisions materially alter the meaning 

of Plaintiff’s testimony or present him in a materially different manner than at trial.   

76. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer 

accurately captures the gist of the rest of Plaintiff’s testimony regarding the discovery of the key.  

Plaintiff notes that in response to the question, “There was no time that you went in Mr. Avery’s 

home when you were not also with Lieutenant Lenk,” Plaintiff’s answer is changed from “Not 
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that I recall” to “No, sir.”  But that does not materially alter his testimony.  That change was 

made because of the unterminated feed footage problem discussed above.  We only had usable 

footage of only one instance in which Plaintiff responds “Not that I recall,” on cross examination 

but we had multiple questions and answers included in Making a Murderer with that response, 

and using the exact same shot in response to two consecutive questions would not have worked.  

So I made the substitution of “No sir” for one of those instances while including “Not that I 

recall” for the second instance.  It was not done to try to change the meaning of Plaintiff’s 

testimony or make him look worse.  To the contrary, Plaintiff often responded Yes/No plus “sir” 

to questions at trial, so I believe the substitution here was generally consistent with Plaintiff’s 

question-answering.   

77. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer 

does not materially alter the gist of Plaintiff’s testimony by including a clip in which Avery’s 

attorney Dean Strang questions Plaintiff about a “half page” report he had submitted on 

November 8, 2005.  See MaM Ep. 7 at 22:22–23:05.  While Plaintiff complains that he also filed 

another half-page or page report at a later date (in June 2006), Strang’s questioning of Plaintiff 

regarding that other report is included in Making a Murderer too.  See MaM Ep. 7 at 20:02–

20:40.  In any event, I do not believe that Plaintiff’s testimony regarding those reports is 

materially changed whether the total length of those two reports was half a page, a page, or a 

page and a half, and we did not edit Making a Murderer on that score in order to try to make 

Plaintiff look bad. 

78. I am aware that Plaintiff complained in discovery about a brief sequence at 

16:13–20 of Episode 7 of Making a Murderer where we had to use substitute footage of him on 

the witness stand waiting after a question-and-answer exchange because we did not have usable 
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footage of that exact moment due to the unterminated feed problem discussed previously.4 I 

selected the footage shown in Making a Murderer there because it came from the same direct 

examination of Plaintiff by prosecutor Kratz and also showed Plaintiff having just answered a 

question and looking to Kratz while he waited for him to ask his next questions.  I do not believe 

the shot included in Making a Murder of Plaintiff materially alters the meaning of his testimony 

or presents him in a materially different manner than at trial.   

79. I am aware that Plaintiff complained in discovery about another instance at 

22:21–27 of Episode 7, where we did not have footage of that precise moment because of the 

unterminated feed issue.  The mixed feed footage cuts from Avery’s attorney Dean Strang to 

Plaintiff a moment too late because Plaintiff is already beginning his answer to Strang’s 

question, which Plaintiff answers “Yes sir.”   The substituted footage I selected for Making a 

Murderer did not have that problem and it included the exact same answer from Plaintiff: “Yes, 

sir.”  I actually took it from the very next question during Plaintiff’s testimony5  I do not believe 

 
 
4 Lodged previously with my declaration in support of the Motion to Restrict, Dkt. No. 283, as 
Exhibits 21–24 are portions of copies of the raw footage that we had for this particular moment, 
along with a composite clip showing the footage from the three relevant feeds that we prepared 
for ease of comparison.  Specifically, Exhibit 21 is a copy of the A-camera footage, Exhibit 22 is 
a copy of the B-camera footage, Exhibit 23 is a copy of the mixed feed footage, and Exhibit 24 is 
a composite of the footage in Exhibits 21 through 23.  These are excerpts of much larger files 
that we produced in discovery to Plaintiff in this case in connection with our agreement to 
provide Plaintiff with copies of all of our raw footage of Plaintiff testifying at Avery’s trial, as 
reflected by the CHRM digital bates stamps included in the individual clips themselves. 
5 Lodged previously with my declaration in support of the Motion to Restrict, Dkt. No. 283, as 
Exhibits 25–28 are portions of copies of the raw footage that we had for this particular moment, 
along with a composite clip showing the footage from the three relevant feeds that we prepared 
for ease of comparison.  Specifically, Exhibit 25 is a copy of the A-camera footage, Exhibit 26 is 
a copy of the B-camera footage, Exhibit 27 is a copy of the mixed feed footage, and Exhibit 28 is 
a composite of the footage in Exhibits 25 through 27.  These are excerpts of much larger files 
that we produced in discovery to Plaintiff in this case in connection with our agreement to 
provide Plaintiff with copies of all of our raw footage of Plaintiff testifying at Avery’s trial, as 
reflected by the CHRM digital bates stamps included in the individual clips themselves. 
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the shot included in Making a Murder of Plaintiff materially alters the meaning of his testimony 

or presents him in a materially different manner than at trial.   

80. I am also aware that Plaintiff has complained in discovery about the very next 

exchange that appears in Making a Murderer at 22:35–39 of Episode 7 because it includes a shot 

where Plaintiff answers a question with “Correct” instead of “That’s correct, sir.”   Again, this 

substitution was made because of the unterminated feed problem, and the mixed feed footage we 

had for this moment did not work either.  While Avery’s attorney is asking the question and 

before Plaintiff answers, Making a Murderer includes a photo of what Avery’s attorney Strang is 

questioning him about:  Plaintiff’s report of a little under half a page.  That allows viewers to see 

the report for themselves.  The mixed feed cuts away from Plaintiff back to attorney Strang very 

quickly after Plaintiff provides his answer “That’s correct, sir.”  Cutting from the photo of the 

report to Plaintiff and then so quickly to Strang would not have worked.   I selected a shot with 

Plaintiff saying “Correct” used in Making a Murderer from another portion of the cross-

examination where the camera stays on Plaintiff after he answers and shows him continuing to 

look at Dean Strang while he listens to the next question.  I do not believe the shot included in 

Making a Murder of Plaintiff materially alters the meaning of his testimony or presents him in a 

materially different manner than at trial. 6    

 
 
6 Lodged previously with my declaration in support of the Motion to Restrict, Dkt. No. 283, as 
Exhibits 29–32 are portions of copies of the raw footage that we had for this particular moment, 
along with a composite clip showing the footage from the three relevant feeds that we prepared 
for ease of comparison.  Specifically, Exhibit 29 is a copy of the A-camera footage, Exhibit 30 is 
a copy of the B-camera footage, Exhibit 31 is a copy of the mixed feed footage, and Exhibit 32 is 
a composite of the footage in Exhibits 29 through 31.  These are excerpts of much larger files 
that we produced in discovery to Plaintiff in this case in connection with our agreement to 
provide Plaintiff with copies of all of our raw footage of Plaintiff testifying at Avery’s trial, as 
reflected by the CHRM digital bates stamps included in the individual clips themselves. 
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81. I should note that there were other details omitted from Making a Murderer 

regarding the discovery of the Key that were unfavorable to law enforcement, including the fact 

that the initial criminal complaint in the Avery criminal case identified Deputy Kucharski as the 

officer who found the key, not James Lenk.  See CHRM019831.  However, Making a Murderer 

did not include such details.  Again, it came down to a question of having massive amounts of 

footage and material, and necessarily not being able to include everything. 

82. I believe that Making a Murderer accurately portrays the opinions and 

commentary from various individuals sympathetic to Avery, as well as the opinions and 

commentary from various individuals who believe that Avery is guilty of murdering Teresa 

Halbach, as well as the opinions and commentary from various individuals sympathetic to law 

enforcement and Plaintiff.. 

83. Any alleged omissions to Making a Murderer were due to the challenge of 

compressing 30 years of history into 10 hours of television.  I do not believe that they alter the 

meaning of the Series or present Avery’s criminal defense theories and opinions as “actual and 

unanswered facts.”  In light of the mass of material reviewed for this Series, it is a misnomer to 

refer to “omissions” as that is based on an erroneous assumption that all material is to be 

included and anything that is not is an omission when in fact the reverse is true – the question 

was one of what “makes the cut,” i.e., what do we have room to include in light of the wide 

scope of the subject matter and the voluminous amount of potential material? 

84. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a 

Murderer’s efforts to compress and summarize testimony with respect to the discovery of the 

key (although I do not believe there are), such inaccuracies were inadvertent and I did not and do 

not entertain any doubts that what was presented in Making a Murderer accurately captured the 
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gist of the parties’ contentions and testimony, including Avery’s attorneys’ express or implied 

accusations against Plaintiff and also Plaintiff’s denial of those accusations. 

 

Alleged “Omissions” 

85. Plaintiff’s premise of allegedly defamatory “omissions” ignores the fact that, by 

definition, Making a Murderer could not include everything that anyone would have liked to 

include—not Plaintiff, not Avery and his attorneys, not the prosecution.  Making a documentary 

series necessarily requires editing. This involves summarizing, condensing, and compressing a 

substantial volume of information.  Simply put, it would have been impossible to include 

everything.  We did not alter the meaning of the events, including the components of the series 

that relate to Plaintiff Andrew Colborn as well as to Steven Avery’s defense theories and 

strategies. 

86. None of the alleged “omissions” listed in Paragraphs 46 and 47 or anywhere else 

in the SAC were not included in Making a Murderer with knowledge of falsity or with a high 

degree of awareness of probable falsity with respect to any statement of and concerning Plaintiff.  

I did not and do not entertain any doubts that Making a Murderer’s not including such matters 

resulted in any material change. 

87. Plaintiff’s alleged omissions are also cumulative in kind to many similar facts 

already in Making a Murderer.  For example, Plaintiff points to Avery’s DNA being found on 

the hood latch of Teresa Halbach’s vehicle, but Making a Murderer already devotes significant 

attention to Avery’s blood being found in Halbach’s car and to scientific testing by the FBI and 

expert testimony by a State’s witness rebutting Avery’s attorney’s arguments that the blood had 

been planted.  See generally, MaM Ep. 6 (“Testing the Evidence”) and Ep 7 (“Framing 

Defense”).  Similarly, Plaintiff points to Teresa Halbach’s cell phone, camera and other 
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possessions being found in a burn barrel on Avery’s property, but Making a Murderer already 

addresses the fact that Ms. Halbach’s cremains were found in Avery’s burn pit and in a burn 

barrel behind the neighboring Dassey family trailer.   

88. I believe the SAC is wrong insofar as it is suggesting that Making a Murderer 

does not include the crimes for which Avery was actually charged and convicted.  Those include 

his burning to death of a family cat, some burglaries when he was younger, running his cousin 

Sandra Morris off the road and pointing a gun at her, the 1985 sexual assault of Penny Beerntsen 

(for which he was wrongfully convicted), and, of course, the murder of Teresa Halbach.  See 

MaM Ep. 1 at 5:18–7:24 (Morris allegations of indecent exposure); 9:30–9:59 (burglaries); 

10:00–10:53 (cat burning and conviction and probation); 12:31– 13:59 (Morris assault); 16:07 

(Morris criminal charges).  Making a Murderer also includes the fact that Avery sent his ex-wife 

letters from prison threatening to kill her.  See MaM Ep. 1 at 36:53–37:38; MaM Ep. 2 at 11:33–

11:44.  In fact, Making a Murderer viewers were shown far more evidence of Avery’s prior 

crimes and violent acts than jurors at his murder trial, as Judge Willis excluded those prior 

crimes and acts from evidence. See CHRM034905 (order re prior bad acts). 

89. Aside from being cumulative, many of the alleged “omissions” listed in the SAC 

relate to items that were the subject of disputes between Avery and the prosecution.  For Laura 

and me, that meant including them in Making a Murderer would have taken a considerable 

amount of additional time because we would have had to include both sides and often additional 

surrounding context.  Again, we simply did not have time to include everything in Making a 

Murderer. 
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90. Perhaps most notably, the SAC’s complaints about alleged omissions also ignore 

the large number of scenes that are included in Making a Murderer and that reflect negatively on 

Avery.  Those include: 

• A scene with a statement by Chuck Avery, Steven Avery’s brother, stating that he was 
“pretty positive” Steven murdered Teresa Halbach. MaM Ep. 3 at 42:00–42:08. 

• A scene in which Steven Avery’s sister, Barbara Janda, tells Steven “I hate you for what 
you did to my kid.  All right? So you can rot in hell.” See MaM Ep. 3 25:21–25:29. 

• Scenes showing Avery’s nephew Bobby Dassey testifying against him at his murder trial, 
with Dassey shown as being one of the prosecution’s most important witnesses. See MaM 
Ep. 5 at 19:28–21:56. 

• A scene showing Teresa Halbach’s brother Mike Halbach opining that he believed Avery 
was guilty. See MaM Ep. 7, 59:12-1:00:04. 

• Scenes discussing Avery’s prior bad acts, including numerous crimes that the judge in the 
Avery murder trial excluded from evidence. See MaM Ep. 1 at 5:18–7:24 (Morris 
allegations of indecent exposure); 9:30–9:59 (burglaries); 10:00–10:53 (cat burning and 
conviction and probation); 12:31– 13:59 (Morris assault); 16:07 (Morris criminal 
charges). 

• An interview in which Judge Hazlewood, the presiding judge in Avery’s 1985 trial, 
opines that Avery had a propensity for violence against women. See MaM Ep. 1, 26:36–
28:18 

• A scene in which Steven Avery tells his parents that he was going to kill himself if they 
did not figure out a way to post bail for him.  

• A scene with Avery opining that the prosecution was going to win at trial.  
• An interview with a member of the local media who said the arrest of Avery for the 1985 

sexual assault was not a surprise because Avery was one of the “regular names” on the 
crime beat in Manitowoc County and the assault was “in character” for him.  See MaM 
Ep 1 at 27:09 – 27:52 

• The jury’s guilty verdicts in Avery’s trial for the murder of Teresa Halbach. See MaM 
Ep. 8 at 26:02–28:01. 

• A scene showing Judge Willis, who presided over Avery’s trial, opining that Avery was 
“probably the most dangerous individual to set foot in this courtroom.” MaM Ep. 9 at 
1:01:08–1:02:53. 
 

91. The SAC also fails to acknowledge many scenes in Making a Murderer in which 

subjects push back against Avery’s planting accusations against Plaintiff, including: 

• An interview with the MTSO Undersheriff criticizing Avery’s planting accusations 
against officers and characterizing them as “impossible.”  See MaM Ep. 3 at 22:51–23:22. 
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• Multiple scenes in which the prosecutors from Avery’s murder trial push back against 
Avery’s planting accusations by, among other things, calling those accusations 
“despicable” and “deplorable.” See, e.g., MaM Ep. 7 at 13:55–14:28; 44:00–45:30. 

• A scene in which a member of the media calls out Avery’s criminal defense attorneys for 
accusing Plaintiff of planting. See MaM Ep. 7 at 24:30–24:50. 

• A newscast in which an anchorman reads Plaintiff’s prepared public statement following 
the jury’s guilty verdict in Avery’s murder trial. See MaM Ep. 8 34:02–19.   

• Footage from Plaintiff’s testimony at Avery’s murder trial in which Plaintiff expressly 
denies the planting and framing accusations.  

92. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a 

Murderer’s not including any of the alleged omissions in Paragraphs 46 and 47 of the SAC 

(although I do not believe there are), such inaccuracies were inadvertent and I did not and do not 

entertain any doubts that what was presented in Making a Murderer accurately captured the gist 

of the parties’ contentions and testimony, including Avery’s attorneys’ express or implied 

accusations against Plaintiff and also Plaintiff’s denial of those accusations. 

 

Plaintiff’s Remaining Complaints about Statements by Avery and his Defenders 

93. None of the SAC’s challenged statements relating to subjects other than those 

already addressed above were included in Making a Murderer with knowledge of falsity or with 

a high degree of awareness of probable falsity.  I did not and do not entertain any doubts that 

Making a Murderer accurately captured the gist of the parties’ contentions regarding the subject 

matter embraced therein. 

94. In Paragraph 37 of the SAC, Plaintiff complains about Making a Murderer’s 

inclusion of Avery’s criminal defense attorney Buting’s musings on arguments that he planned to 

make that he hoped the jury would accept.   Similarly, in Paragraph 48, Plaintiff complains about 

another statement from Buting in which he opines that a conspiracy to frame Avery would not 

have necessarily required a large number of conspirators (as the prosecution argued to dispute 
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the conspiracy charge), but instead could have been achieved by two people or “[m]aybe even 

one” followed by a cut to James Lenk on the witness stand.  In both instances, that simply 

reflects Buting’s opinions and is consistent with the arguments he later presented to the jury at 

Avery’s trial.  The SAC’s allegation that Making a Murderer therefore “presented it as a 

foregone conclusion that the police, allegedly including Plaintiff, planted the key at Avery’s 

residence,” is wrong.  Again, these are instances where the SAC incorrectly claims that the views 

of Making a Murderer’s subjects are those of Making a Murderer and its creators.  As explained 

above, that is not how Making a Murderer worked.  Indeed, Making a Murderer also includes 

Plaintiff’s explicit denials that he planted evidence.   

95. In Paragraph 39, the SAC challenges the inclusion of a scene in which an 

interrogator asks Steven Avery whether someone told him that “a cop put that vehicle – Teresa’s 

vehicle – out on your property,” to which Avery responds “Yeah,” followed by a cut to a visual 

of Plaintiff.  Again, that is Avery’s statement, not a statement by “Defendants” as Plaintiff 

alleges.  Its inclusion in Making a Murderer is consistent with the fact that Avery’s counsel 

argued at trial that Plaintiff and James Lenk planted evidence against Avery. 

96. Paragraph 40 of the SAC is another instance in which Plaintiff incorrectly 

conflates statements made by documentary subjects with statements made by “Defendants.”  

Moreover, as explained above, the blood vial scene is not a “re-enactment.”  Paragraph 40 is also 

wrong that I was “aware” that a phlebotomist was prepared to refute Avery’s defense arguments 

about the blood vial at trial.  I was not aware of that.  No phlebotomist ever testified.  By 

contrast, the prosecution did call someone from the FBI as an expert witness to counter Avery’s 

arguments about the blood vial and planting, and Making a Murderer includes testimony from 

that witness.  
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97. At times, Plaintiff appears to be complaining about Making a Murderer’s use of 

visuals, graphics and possibly music.  However, we included visuals and graphics in Making a 

Murderer for clarity and to help viewers follow along, not to try to make Plaintiff look bad.  For 

example, the first couple of episodes of Making a Murderer introduce a lot of different 

characters to viewers, in particular many individuals who worked at MTSO.  Graphics and 

visuals were used to help viewers keep track of such individuals and better understand their 

relationship within the department.  Graphics were also used in the series to help viewers 

understand events, dates and geography.  Plaintiff’s complaints about Making a Murderer’s use 

of music is equally unfounded.  Music is standard to documentary filmmaking, is used 

throughout the Series, and we did not include any music in Making a Murderer to materially 

alter Plaintiff’s testimony or his presentation in the series. 

98. I understand that in discovery, Plaintiff pointed to an email that I sent to people at 

Netflix working on the trailer for Making a Murderer in which I reference a “squirmy shot” of 

Plaintiff or, alternatively, a shot of Sheriff Kenneth Petersen that could be used in the trailer.  I 

used the word “squirmy” as a shorthand adjective describing the shot of Plaintiff to distinguish 

this shot of Plaintiff taken from the middle of his deposition, from the shot of Plaintiff taking the 

oath at the beginning of his deposition that the creators of the trailer already had.  The trailer 

could not include the shot of Plaintiff taking the oath at his deposition because that shot was not 

in Making a Murderer so I was providing them with two potential alternate choices of shots that 

were included in Making a Murderer to replace that shot in the trailer, either someone else 

(Sheriff Kenneth Petersen) taking the oath, or Plaintiff from another moment of his deposition. 

99. Exhibit A to the SAC includes portions of some statements by Avery, his 

attorneys, his relatives and supporters, and others that were included in Making a Murderer.   
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Avery and his defenders offer their own personal opinions, as is made clear from Making a 

Murderer.  Making a Murderer presents Avery and his supporters as voicing their opinions, not 

as authoritative sources of facts.  Those opinions are consistent with the arguments that Avery’s 

counsel made in his civil lawsuit and in his murder trial.  The SAC fails to acknowledge that 

Making a Murderer also includes contrary opinions from many others that Avery was guilty and 

that his accusations against Plaintiff were false.  It also includes Plaintiff’s testimony denying the 

accusations against him, as well as statements by others to the same effect.  

100. At one or more of the depositions in this case, I recall that Plaintiff’s attorneys 

played a particular portion of Episode 3 of Making a Murderer in which certain individuals from 

the local community in a tavern express their opinions that they believed law enforcement had 

framed Steven Avery.  See MaM Ep. 3 at 14:10–15:37.  However, Making a Murderer also 

includes statements from members of the community opining that Steven Avery was guilty of 

murdering Teresa Halbach, including in that same episode.  Making a Murderer also contains 

statements with individuals like members of the Halbach family and Avery’s own siblings 

opining that they believed Avery was guilty.   

101. Exhibit A to the SAC also demonstrates that the local news coverage of Avery’s 

murder case included his planting accusations against law enforcement.  We included media as a 

major character in the Series to reflect the public discussion around the Teresa Halbach case and 

to underscore why Making a Murderer necessarily had to include the media’s treatment of 

criminal matters in order to document Avery’s trial and the surrounding events.  I would also 

note that, again as shown by Exhibit A, Making a Murderer also includes footage from a press 

conference in which a reporter challenges Avery’s attorney for making planting accusations 

against Plaintiff.  We included that scene in Making a Murderer to help capture various 
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viewpoints, including those of members of the community who viewed Avery’s planting 

accusations with skepticism if not outright hostility. 

102. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a 

Murderer’s efforts to compress and summarize testimony with respect to subjects other than the 

Jail Call, the Call to Dispatch and the discovery of the Key (although I do not believe there are), 

such inaccuracies were inadvertent and I did not and do not entertain any doubts that what was 

presented in Making a Murderer accurately captured the gist of the parties’ contentions and 

testimony, including Avery’s attorneys’ express or implied accusations against Plaintiff and also 

Plaintiff’s denial of those accusations. 

103. Attached as Exhibit 29 is a true and correct copy of an email from journalist Sean 

Downs responding on April 16, 2007 to Moira Demos’s April 15, 2007 email offering to help 

with footage “as you did a lot of work for all of us switching the feed,” produced by the Producer 

Defendants as CHRM034730. 

104.  Attached as Exhibit 30 is a true and correct copy of an email from Moira Demos 

responding to Sean Downs on April 23, 2007 thanking him for the offer to copy footage, 

produced by the Producer Defendants as CHRM034747. 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury and subject to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, that the foregoing is 

true and correct. 

Dated this 16th day of September, 2022 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 

  
 /s/ Moira Demos     

Moira Demos  
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From: Sean M Downs hearst.com 
Subject: Fw: please help and here is our phone number 

Date: April 16, 2007 at 2:42 AM 
To: §?synthesisfilms.com 
Cc: Justin N Antoniotti hearst.com. John J Lazarevic ~hearst.com, Cary Edwards ~hearst.com 

Hi Guy's. 

After speaking with you last Friday I was going to write you this am 
anyways, then I saw your memo and heard that you had called Jim as well. 
I know for certain that we are going to recycle many of our record tapes 
and this process starts today so your biggest threat to getting this dubbed 
is time. I am forwarding this memo to Ivan and Cary (our photo 
supeivisors) as well as Justin (assistant news director). I would think 
that we would be able to help as you did a lot of work for all of us 
switching the feed and it was atter all a pool effort. Still, it is up to 
our managers to allow these dubs and to hold the tapes for some extra time 

Sean 

-·- Forwarded by Sean M Downs/WISN-TV/Broadcasting/Hearst on 04/16/2007 
04:24 AM ----

Moira Demos 
slsynthesi To: ~ynthesisfilms.com 

stIIms.com> cc: Brian ~wluk.com>, "mike trevey· 
·ournalbroadcastgroup.com>, "zander press zander" 

04/15/2007 08:18 PM zanderpressinc.com>, "wendy navani' • slnbc26.com>, "trish 
ossmann" wbay.com>, "tom tomaszewski" ~wtaq.com>, "susy• 

arst.com>, "sean downs" arst.com>, "scott keske" 
m>, "peter griggs" 
loxtv.com>. "mike 
I.com>, "mike kemme wcinet.com>, "matt 
luk.com>, "marle hoffman 

urnalsentinel.com>, "mark vittorina" 
foxtv.com>, "mark sherry"< @neltapublications.com>, 

foX1v.com>, "laura ricciardi" 
synthesisfilms.com>, "julie buehler" 4■■1s!·wluk.com>. 

0
·0 lee" postcrescent.com>, "john lazarevic" 

earst.com>, "john devroy" ~y.com>, "john byman" 
620wtms.com>. "joe kamenick'~peoplepc.com>, 'jim 

~journalbroadcastgroup.com>, "jirn dillon'' 
~rn>, "jim cullen" 41■~todaystm·4.com>, "jeanne 
anthony" wcinetcom>, "herman ward" cbs58.com>, "grant 
uitti" cbs58.com>, "gary I wiliarns" nbc26.com>, "fred 
barry" womtradio.com>, "dwight nale" < postcrescent.com>, 
"diane baumgan" • @1imesv111ager.com>, " avid maim" 
~wfiv.cbs.com>, "danielle bina" wta .com>, "dan flannery" 
~postcrescent.com>, "brian lundberg" cubradio.com>, 
"brian graham" ~loxtv.com>, "bill kiefer" wluk.com>, 
"alicyn hanford" ~rttv.com>. '1om kertscher" 

journalsentinel.com>, "kris schuller" 
wfrv.cbs.com>. "bo s. rosser", @countv.com>, "jessie 

nbc26.com>, "colleen marie henry" 
hotmail.com>, "pattymurray" s>wpr.org>, 

"angenette levy" 111frv.cbs.corn>,~~lesen" 
sbcglo a .net>, "gil halsted" ~wpr.org>, "Jennifer 

Mertens" --■■iiij~cygnusb2b.com> "McCarey, Tom• 
wba .com>, "derrick nunnally" ~journalsentinel.com>, 

"leah rnassey" nbc26.com>, "carrie attflinger" • @ap.org>, 
"Alina Machado" cbs58.com> 
Subject: Re: please help and here is our phone number 

My phone number is I forgot to include it the first 
time I sent this out so here it is again. Thanks. Moira 

CONFIDENTIAL 
CHRM034730 
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Hello everyone. Sony lo bot11er you on the eve of another lria! 
but we wanteci to gel this out before (if possible) you started 
recycling all ot you Avery tapes. 

Here at Synthesis Films we have encountered a pretty serious 
prob!ern with the footage we rnccrdec from lhe raw feed nf tile 
manned witness camera. Since we were upstairs work,ng the sw,tcher 
and mixer we were not ab!e 10 rnonilor 1he feed as well as would 
have likec. This problem came to lig!1t last week wl1en we finaliy 
hact t11e time to start dubbing anct reviewing me footage The 
tootage from 1he v,ttness cam is very high con1rast and the whites 
are clipping. After talking to a number of engineers at 1he Dassey 
rig on Friday il seerns as if ow· tmub!e came frorn one of two 
probiems. Either the mull-box for the declicated witness cam feed 
was not terminatec or the video gain on that mull··box was turned 
way lip Either way it created a signal our ,1eck couid not tame. 

We are w1i1ing now with an urgent request to the stations that 
participated ,n lhe pooi. We are hop,ng that whichever ~1at1on was 
shooting courtroom pool for a certain week could aliow us 10 dub 
that week of footage {ev,on if it's from the mixed f,o('Jd). This 
wou!,.1 in essence t.1e asking each station to refrain irorn c.'Opying 
over one week of footage. if your station has alreaciy recycled the 
footage from your week perhaps you can !et us know what you st!I! 
have and we can try to piece ,t together 

Obviously we are trying to SC/rt this out as soon as ;,C1ssil1ie before 
this footage disappears On that note, just to put it out there. 
a1 1he encl of the ciay Syn1hesis films wili be archiving the entire 
trial Ieng into the future. ana woulc be ,nore than happy to provide 
you ioo1age sl1ouid you need it down 1he roact 

Tl,anks in advance tor your help. 

See you tomorrow in Manitowoc. 

Moira Demos and Laura R,cciard; 

This e-mail message is intended for the personal use of the recipient(s} named above. If you are not an intended recipient, you may 
not review, copy or distribute this message. 

If you have received this communication in error, please notify the Hearst Information Services HelpDesk (helpdesk@hearst.com} 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message. 
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Hi Sean, 
thanks for the good news. We will follow up with you when Brendan's trial 
is all over. As of now our schedule is quite flexible and we look forward 
to an excuse to come to Milwaukee. 

Talk to you soon. 

- Moira 

Tociay, Juslin relayed Lori's OK for you to dub our tapes from OVC lo DV. 
But the !oan,ng out o! a DVC pro deck was not approved. Our managers 
would 
be cornfonable ii you came here and dirJ lire dubs wll,m tl1is trial was over. 
In lriat way our decks stay tiara anct w;;; could set up twin opera\ions for 
both of your OV units to dub tape at !he same time reducing the time you 
woulc have lo ptil in here for your dubs. 

Sean 

Hi Sean. 

isfi!ms.cotl1 
!ilhearstcorn> 

0syn1110s 
To· 

cc: 
04/2112007 03 ·17 

PM 

"Sean M Downs·· 

Subject: Re. please help 

Thanks for foliowing up And thanks lo all of you ior •·going to bat" for 
us. 

On MonCJay. Ivan provided us w,tt1 a list or Avery 1r1a1 tapes mat W!SN 
archived. As lor ihe days:\vimesses that do not appear on Ivan's list, 
ov,,r 1he c-,0urse o! this week. we nave becm cubl,ing t>iose tapes fro1n 
another station. 

If it can work out 10 borrow a DVC pro deck next week of co1;rSE) that would 
be abso!ute!y great and miss;n~J sleep is what we're all about The Dassey 
case is moving right a!ong and could be over 2.nd clone ~\'1th by Thursday or 
Friday. vercJict inciuded. so 1i1at's ano111er 1hing to k,~ep in minct. 

If the answer about the deck is "no:· then we would be more than happy to 
corn0 10 your station to make the dubs sometime 1he fo!lcwing week, Or, if 
wor~'1 carne to worst we could try to rent a DVC pre t1eck ourselves 

Our only concern at this point is to ('.Or.firm 1hat by hook or by crook we 
will be abie to copy the tapes 1t!at Colleen save,1. 

feel fret') to c-,al! us anytime. 

Thanks so much. 

Mona anCJ Laura 
;Moira) or :Laura) 

i h:ivt.:, n ... ,1 l':(~i:;i~ 9:b-t) kl- ~1,:,! f.i\9ff'!~ r,<.~r<'n- fit~!J fi"0:n ,·ny fH'r.►<'t~ ~·;::et. .. '-!r;r ,~- .. 

l~~t 

• . 
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Y..'iJ.5 

~::~ a :r:teting ,:)ii ,~<i-:i-;~ !!-?:<(;tr/ f'.-s:r.1<1Yi <}nd tH~: e-~~;.::;,; :::.: t:n:e f<.1r 0:1: 
i1:,$l-.;t~t:i r:~W(J d::fc:~or ~o :-wt her 1h('-r: .. :;!"ld ~~;t~1:r:• per::::~;~:Gi: f<:>r thi~ 
cp1.>:atlon. i~ar~ Cr}ileen. :l:1:<::~1n ~i~,~ -~;fr:~::n\ 1H.>rf! <=.r~; B.\'.'e:·~ {;;1 ·,<~1at ~;-tJt: 

r:-:h·~ (~(..-.::~ f;3r !h~ pt.1•.)l 1!.h•)J' .. 1JhJ ~•(>!):' !1~tdJ :::.:w: we ~,UC:p◊t! ri.ytp;!1g yt:;~ 
c-ut 1~:.:1 w•:J :\id nec-0 ;-in 0k f;~t"i"' c:,r i~~:~-~ ~occ :t CcH•:':·•?n l1~~ .. ~ .. 7;~;:-:r: 
G:1r r~M>J:'.f.) 1t>()0 t:~f;0;~; {Ji ah!Y.~<;;i {»-.,•f.>tJH~::\] lr:Elt ·/"•!."::.ik~ (hJfY. t;~~; Qi ~at~ P; 
<..:l:Ddd we :e•./;.;l! tbk.~ tr <'iH l<'.;.!~!') ~~(,-w~ ;;:) ~ no! :,,{~·:r:g !l~(;:}~ 1<'..i~f:<'> 1c,r 
:•::<'; :r:a: ~;.; ~•~-::: ,v;;n·~"tH~-u -..·r-: .;.,~:("' r--;<;~;•.n!"lg ~)•.;:.-;r ~he guu-; ~-tt;:·r 

f:'::~i.' .. h 

t1-0-
l;1r~e ~; :~::n~Z-Nt~('i a::\~ n ·:>·~_-:,: rl l'e rt~:G lt~~ 1en •?:l)<t! 1ht~v '.f:.:f:n;J ~~rt.;.• :f!:nf;r:)t°X;f.· 

i.'it>y t.~id n~·H ~:v~r, :.:~l ~·:\v~tj by (\)H0t~r\ i<,)r,d tf~~~ :,.<)v,~•) (.•'-.i~:?'):'t'.tif~\; l 
wm 

I ~i~;:;',,f:";~~;;,~~~;;~:/·;:)~i:,~;'~;"!1;~;11~~;,~;;;t,/J;i,~;•~~\~~1/;_;:;:;;;~r;:~•: 

r 
0

!1~~~~'\i~~~,~~''!!'.~'~,~i~~~~t;!z:t~ ~'.~~;) t~'.~:~~i~t:;~~ ~~~~, ~;~~~;~~;~;;~~;;:~~ 
OU 

;~f:!'n nr; ')s.~n~ !~f!t►! tr1s.~ W•:~i! iot ~; <1:1y ,·.:i· !:~·r~ ~vw: ':,.t." !nt~ ~•>.<?."~.! 1?1~t1 
t 1()l\:! 

~?":◊)'; ti tl1t .. ~ i✓◊Jl(* '.,V<;:~ 1•/: ("\tC,f:f¢?1(> 

r:.. ';_>.,.·\J<1i,~r.u:~>, '1e;r:1 !vnK1~:;.-~\(;~i-<'r: 

-:-t?\.V!1lq ~~(•:T;~>: 

\;e,a:: <)CW~$. 

"-ll·>,:;<JJ~~L\~Q:r~}·. 

~~-f;tf;::J<;.y~)tff:j4.,~~.':rF,,) 

~.t~::'_,t"' QC<,,>, 

i~wlui< r:~· .. ·Er.:>-. 

':!tt:dB l';:-,t::}<)r? 

~1Jj0umalsent·nel.com>. I ••!;!- .. ._ ••• ,,,; "". 

~loxtv.com>. 
f ·•~it:¾~ ~:'!\er :v:: 
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<;'lsynthesisfilms.com>. 
·:i:.ilf~; b\:bh~-::.:r·: 

... -~~~~it,:".{"..¢:::>. 

<~hearsi.corn>. 
·:0r:r-: :':i.~•i :-~'/' 
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: :; \·~t::<):_; ocn ::~ 
·: f.)ht: tJyn1~~:-. 

•-·~·d1•/~::: r;,,rn;, 
-~_.,:'fl ~~·E:H'n.".).'· 

;; i11)C2(; ~ Qt='l:!> 

<~?.~t;:r:,::is;. .. illags..~t.:..~t.:):·r~· ...... 
":.1<h'V :r:{-;.int 

mpostcrescent.00111>. 

,-:·:~v,·::~~:~; t I',~,..,, 
•• •. .-, --'··'' vv<• ... 

':-;:-:: !'~·:.:r=t:.cher' 

•• jotirna!sentiriel.com>, 
·:~ri~ ~Ch...lfa~; •• 

i)wfrv cbs t.'On'I>. 
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ilhotmail.com>. 
::~.}w~:~~r: 1urr~1-.: •• 

<-;~:vr-pr org>: 

.ilsoetJotJaL neT>, 
··-:Jn ?"-.:)is::.10·· 
~;.,;•,4,;p~'.t)r9;>, 
::JE;d':'.':if:E.-r 

H,~;;v ~V'J'?"fOi"'1·., Sc,rr1 i,, bott,(' ... f yo~: ~,,1 -;i'1t:;: f-V(l- ;.')'i ~~o1h--)r~n;r t):;;; 

,l.''..:· ..:r<ln\:;(J to ~·j,:;7 f-,i~ !.~:.<t b{:A(~r1! !~t p1;s~~lti1..►j VOtf ~!?rh:;~.c: r{:..;.~_=::•.i:ng 
-c;.g cA ~~o~i ft.:\,e: y ~~r~s. 

He;·(► .t-J..J ~-~yr:tr1,~~~:~~ F-:trn~; ¥it:; ?V.h-'~, t:.mcci;ntr;r,t:;d ~l p!cHy <.~t►r"c:~\:~: pr\::t;!(.►fr, 

)i.=itr: J:~ lry.~:l:.Qf ~"-!~ ret'f.~:!..eti !"1r.1:r: ~?:~ :;.1~'¥ f:,;td <::t m~ ~<,=r:r:t.•G ~ .. i~ne~ 
.-:arr=e-r~ ~::1:1<;-~ \1'if· :.:-;~r~~ L: ~;t~ir$ ,.-lO~l"tr':fJ r:~;-:;.wrtch,e,r <snci mh,~: 1¾'t-· 
•l!(~:·e r!{)" ~t~;:; \} :-;-y;n:~'✓:' HH..> !(~e..:,-.: ~~ :N~:;H .i;t). i~f;;;t.::~ ~':8'":t) l:K1}·f,. ·r~1::3 
trvb!'.~.T, ~;1n~{..) ~o hgh~ if1.;,,;.~ 7,·vv~ ·1,·!1cn v,~> !"!i1.Jii:,-h(,o ;,h,;,, wr;~ ~✓.1 -.)i,LJ,rt 

-~:Jbb~:1Q ~ff:V ;'',~•;:ewir:~ ·~it:.'.:1 f'.')•1t~GJ8 TI1f;'fCC:1t1J.-J frcn: ih~ 'J.i\!r:r-<,$ r:a:r: 
:~ ';;:;ry r:gh cor:r:·~~~ enz"( the •:Nhl!e~i i;r;:; ~!i;·;;·;ir:~; .i::.l!z:;r !<,lklr:~1 t~ 
a :)u~10e:· (/ ~~:1:J1:)~tr0 a1 ~!':& D-:VJ":.1~~~ .. :~;,; Gn F-1:,~<l:i ~ ~Perr:..> t-:~· if Gur 
~rouL+~ c .. :lrr,=; fr•;n: or.e ¢! i\:·t~; p:c;;,')!;:;n ·~ r..i11:er the :nu!!·bcx for the 
c~:;('!ir;.dt)t~ v-s;tr:~=;s~~ 1;E1r?·: f:.:;:.::j •N~:~~ .. :Gt t:.:;n·'1ff~c=:!P(~ i'.)f ;nf.> ,:"U-:-:~·; Hidn ~·;r: 

~ :~tt :)1,:1: ... tm,;, ,>i-:t~ 1u: :,t:J 1,-~ly ~.:p. E::~1e: ~>/<tV ~ :.~:t:rit*d :~ ~-i{.-nai our 
~;~ch COJiO !1<):t ~t:.rr,t:; 

'·./.Je <"~=~ ·:~•rn n~j Yi(>':.\ :.>~•lih ~n ur~&r:t f:24iJR~•f to ·~b~ :._~:h.tk.:r:~ 1i-:,t;tt 

par::,_ :p;,,tr<t h; H1~:: r<)r/ V-!t-; are i:.;pJr:g :l1?£t -.:1.:t::ct:~•;._.;r s12:K;:: ~~'a$ 
,.;~1~.1ot:ng ~·;~·;:.:rtp_1r.1ni r.,;.·;:.'/ ~{;r :.~ ~ .. '"f.?r!~tlr: ~..,,,e~:;i-. c~·;uk1 <-H.:.1w :;s ~~·; zt,.t.: a':i;.t 

•~1~):~t:·;'":C~ b(> <1}-~i,;; ~~; t-;G1Lh ,;;<)tic,~: t(; r-0-~, ~a~ fr;~~~ ,e,1p;·1ng GvG: ◊r'!(" "<u*;.-~ 

t'i l<J1.-=t<.t:J~.>. tt ~1(~=.H· ~)tatlon h/.;,~ Hi:\~8(''! r~:.:r;~-,,:ez-.; fr:,~; k.i!;-r<,~-/~ lrr;r:·: 
yc;ur ·£):e.~h perh<,:.p~ y:.!u c,;~r: k.:t VJ k:;(YI> wh~! you ~•:H ?:r¾~'f ~r:ci ~>/tf; G<'.i.n 

Wj !O pi,ec~ ;! :(:~~"::1h(•: 

()L:~?')t~V Wt .at~ !:v::,,) ·~(;'.;:.::!th~ t.);,:i .-;)$ ~(;(;;t ~:.; p:.:s.5H;!..:;? ~}~(:?'Ii:: 

;•:::-:. !r;G:Bg~•'. df: .. apJ),t8.::,. Or= t1~t ::•Jit: Jt;,;1 :(.> p:;t ~t (;~:1 :t:r-:~: ti1 
v:~: dno Z-;! U:e cay Sf':!hf;~~l~;. ii\rr:r) ':,"V:li t1~? ~1.rchrvin9 a1e-11ntir~:; rnai 
Jt.1:'1'-J h:t(, U'lt~ h,~;\;!C. e.nf.i ';t::;t~!f! ti!.' ;::r.~u,~ ~h~'=.J': !':!;h)PY~!.) provk.sA~ Y<'it; 
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:ni~ f:•· rn~1n r;;,.;~:~C•?f-" 1$ :r:t:':'ir;•J¢ for :he pC'rscn(~J ~:se ot ~?l•J z'f:~·tpH~nt!~,} 
r:a:r:~;;Cl at·~·;::r; H >=r;=.c (:t:h r:::.1t c=:.n kh?r,5<.:~..z." :f.>rip:r-nl 1/0:1 rnt~\· not r,=r-.;~~·N. 
t.'C:P: or 1°,1:~dt;~1!~ 1!:t~ f:'tt~~'..><'..:fJ~-

Hearst 
1-:?c-::~aton ~~E·: .;lce-1 H.r--ipoe~:~ 
~=1 .. rr~~a 

This e-mail m,%Sage is in1en,J,~d for the p,~rsonal use of the recipient(s) 
narne<i above If you are not an intended recipient, ycµJ may not review. 
copy or distribule this message. 

Ii y-,.iu tlave received rhis communlcation in error. piease notily the Hearst 
Information Services HelpDesk ~hearstcorn) immediately by e-mail 
and oelMe 1he original message. 
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From: Sean M Downs hearst.com 
Subject: Fw: please help and here is our phone number 

Date: April 16, 2007 at 2:42 AM 
To: §?synthesisfilms.com 
Cc: Justin N Antoniotti hearst.com. John J Lazarevic ~hearst.com, Cary Edwards ~hearst.com 

Hi Guy's. 

After speaking with you last Friday I was going to write you this am 
anyways, then I saw your memo and heard that you had called Jim as well. 
I know for certain that we are going to recycle many of our record tapes 
and this process starts today so your biggest threat to getting this dubbed 
is time. I am forwarding this memo to Ivan and Cary (our photo 
supeivisors) as well as Justin (assistant news director). I would think 
that we would be able to help as you did a lot of work for all of us 
switching the feed and it was atter all a pool effort. Still, it is up to 
our managers to allow these dubs and to hold the tapes for some extra time 

Sean 

-·- Forwarded by Sean M Downs/WISN-TV/Broadcasting/Hearst on 04/16/2007 
04:24 AM ----

Moira Demos 
slsynthesi To: ~ynthesisfilms.com 

stIIms.com> cc: Brian ~wluk.com>, "mike trevey· 
·ournalbroadcastgroup.com>, "zander press zander" 

04/15/2007 08:18 PM zanderpressinc.com>, "wendy navani' • slnbc26.com>, "trish 
ossmann" wbay.com>, "tom tomaszewski" ~wtaq.com>, "susy• 

arst.com>, "sean downs" arst.com>, "scott keske" 
m>, "peter griggs" 
loxtv.com>. "mike 
I.com>, "mike kemme wcinet.com>, "matt 
luk.com>, "marle hoffman 

urnalsentinel.com>, "mark vittorina" 
foxtv.com>, "mark sherry"< @neltapublications.com>, 

foX1v.com>, "laura ricciardi" 
synthesisfilms.com>, "julie buehler" 4■■1s!·wluk.com>. 

0
·0 lee" postcrescent.com>, "john lazarevic" 

earst.com>, "john devroy" ~y.com>, "john byman" 
620wtms.com>. "joe kamenick'~peoplepc.com>, 'jim 

~journalbroadcastgroup.com>, "jirn dillon'' 
~rn>, "jim cullen" 41■~todaystm·4.com>, "jeanne 
anthony" wcinetcom>, "herman ward" cbs58.com>, "grant 
uitti" cbs58.com>, "gary I wiliarns" nbc26.com>, "fred 
barry" womtradio.com>, "dwight nale" < postcrescent.com>, 
"diane baumgan" • @1imesv111ager.com>, " avid maim" 
~wfiv.cbs.com>, "danielle bina" wta .com>, "dan flannery" 
~postcrescent.com>, "brian lundberg" cubradio.com>, 
"brian graham" ~loxtv.com>, "bill kiefer" wluk.com>, 
"alicyn hanford" ~rttv.com>. '1om kertscher" 

journalsentinel.com>, "kris schuller" 
wfrv.cbs.com>. "bo s. rosser", @countv.com>, "jessie 

nbc26.com>, "colleen marie henry" 
hotmail.com>, "pattymurray" s>wpr.org>, 

"angenette levy" 111frv.cbs.corn>,~~lesen" 
sbcglo a .net>, "gil halsted" ~wpr.org>, "Jennifer 

Mertens" --■■iiij~cygnusb2b.com> "McCarey, Tom• 
wba .com>, "derrick nunnally" ~journalsentinel.com>, 

"leah rnassey" nbc26.com>, "carrie attflinger" • @ap.org>, 
"Alina Machado" cbs58.com> 
Subject: Re: please help and here is our phone number 

My phone number is I forgot to include it the first 
time I sent this out so here it is again. Thanks. Moira 
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Hello everyone. Sony lo bot11er you on the eve of another lria! 
but we wanteci to gel this out before (if possible) you started 
recycling all ot you Avery tapes. 

Here at Synthesis Films we have encountered a pretty serious 
prob!ern with the footage we rnccrdec from lhe raw feed nf tile 
manned witness camera. Since we were upstairs work,ng the sw,tcher 
and mixer we were not ab!e 10 rnonilor 1he feed as well as would 
have likec. This problem came to lig!1t last week wl1en we finaliy 
hact t11e time to start dubbing anct reviewing me footage The 
tootage from 1he v,ttness cam is very high con1rast and the whites 
are clipping. After talking to a number of engineers at 1he Dassey 
rig on Friday il seerns as if ow· tmub!e came frorn one of two 
probiems. Either the mull-box for the declicated witness cam feed 
was not terminatec or the video gain on that mull··box was turned 
way lip Either way it created a signal our ,1eck couid not tame. 

We are w1i1ing now with an urgent request to the stations that 
participated ,n lhe pooi. We are hop,ng that whichever ~1at1on was 
shooting courtroom pool for a certain week could aliow us 10 dub 
that week of footage {ev,on if it's from the mixed f,o('Jd). This 
wou!,.1 in essence t.1e asking each station to refrain irorn c.'Opying 
over one week of footage. if your station has alreaciy recycled the 
footage from your week perhaps you can !et us know what you st!I! 
have and we can try to piece ,t together 

Obviously we are trying to SC/rt this out as soon as ;,C1ssil1ie before 
this footage disappears On that note, just to put it out there. 
a1 1he encl of the ciay Syn1hesis films wili be archiving the entire 
trial Ieng into the future. ana woulc be ,nore than happy to provide 
you ioo1age sl1ouid you need it down 1he roact 

Tl,anks in advance tor your help. 

See you tomorrow in Manitowoc. 

Moira Demos and Laura R,cciard; 

This e-mail message is intended for the personal use of the recipient(s} named above. If you are not an intended recipient, you may 
not review, copy or distribute this message. 

If you have received this communication in error, please notify the Hearst Information Services HelpDesk (helpdesk@hearst.com} 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message. 
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Hi Sean, 
thanks for the good news. We will follow up with you when Brendan's trial 
is all over. As of now our schedule is quite flexible and we look forward 
to an excuse to come to Milwaukee. 

Talk to you soon. 

- Moira 

Tociay, Juslin relayed Lori's OK for you to dub our tapes from OVC lo DV. 
But the !oan,ng out o! a DVC pro deck was not approved. Our managers 
would 
be cornfonable ii you came here and dirJ lire dubs wll,m tl1is trial was over. 
In lriat way our decks stay tiara anct w;;; could set up twin opera\ions for 
both of your OV units to dub tape at !he same time reducing the time you 
woulc have lo ptil in here for your dubs. 

Sean 

Hi Sean. 

isfi!ms.cotl1 
!ilhearstcorn> 

0syn1110s 
To· 

cc: 
04/2112007 03 ·17 

PM 

"Sean M Downs·· 

Subject: Re. please help 

Thanks for foliowing up And thanks lo all of you ior •·going to bat" for 
us. 

On MonCJay. Ivan provided us w,tt1 a list or Avery 1r1a1 tapes mat W!SN 
archived. As lor ihe days:\vimesses that do not appear on Ivan's list, 
ov,,r 1he c-,0urse o! this week. we nave becm cubl,ing t>iose tapes fro1n 
another station. 

If it can work out 10 borrow a DVC pro deck next week of co1;rSE) that would 
be abso!ute!y great and miss;n~J sleep is what we're all about The Dassey 
case is moving right a!ong and could be over 2.nd clone ~\'1th by Thursday or 
Friday. vercJict inciuded. so 1i1at's ano111er 1hing to k,~ep in minct. 

If the answer about the deck is "no:· then we would be more than happy to 
corn0 10 your station to make the dubs sometime 1he fo!lcwing week, Or, if 
wor~'1 carne to worst we could try to rent a DVC pre t1eck ourselves 

Our only concern at this point is to ('.Or.firm 1hat by hook or by crook we 
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	1. I am co-creator of the documentary series Making a Murderer and co-founder and co-owner of Chrome Media LLC, f/k/a Synthesis Films, LLC with Laura Ricciardi.  I submit this Declaration in support of the Motion for Summary Judgment filed in the abov...
	2. As one of two lead creators of Making a Murderer, I played several roles.  My credits on Making a Murderer included director, executive producer, writer, editor, director of photography, and sound recordist.  In practical terms, that meant that I w...
	3. I began working on the film project that became Making a Murderer while I was a graduate film student in the thesis phase of my five-year program at Columbia University.  Prior to film school, I worked as a film and television lighting technician i...
	4. With the exception of some modest grants that we received and small donations from family and friends, Laura and I self-funded the production (filming) and post-production (editing) of Making a Murderer before entering into a licensing agreement wi...
	5. Making a Murderer chronicles the story of Steven Avery, a resident of Manitowoc County, Wisconsin who after serving 18 years for a wrongful conviction was exonerated through DNA evidence only to be arrested and convicted for a second even more seri...
	The Producer Defendants’ Initial Interest in Steven Avery’s Story
	6. Laura Ricciardi and I read a November 23, 2005 New York Times front-page article recounting the story of Steven Avery, who was exonerated through DNA evidence after serving 18 years for a crime he did not commit only to be arrested a little over tw...
	7. In December 2005, Laura and I traveled to Manitowoc, Wisconsin to begin researching and filming a project that, many years later, would eventually grow into and become Making a Murderer.
	8. We moved to Manitowoc in January of 2006 expecting Avery to go to trial for the murder of Teresa Halbach later that spring.
	9. In March 2006, our plans changed after Special Prosecutor Ken Kratz’s March 1 and 2, 2006 press conferences, at which he revealed that a 16-year old relative of Avery’s, Brendan Dassey, had made a confession that Avery had raped and murdered Teresa...
	10. There was extensive news coverage of Steven Avery’s exoneration (as well as coverage of the Wisconsin Department of Justice’s investigation into the 1985 case, the state legislature’s Avery bill [subsequently renamed the Criminal Justice Reform Bi...
	11. Laura and I lived in Wisconsin from January 2006 until August 2007 to conduct research and sit-down interviews, request and acquire public records and other primary source materials, and review and license archival footage and other materials for ...
	Interviews and Other Investigative Efforts
	12. Laura and I filmed events as they were unfolding in an observational documentary style where neither we nor the subjects knew what would happen next.  We also conducted sit-down interviews with subjects regarding those events and conducted sit-dow...
	13. We reached out to the family of Teresa Halbach, but they did not wish to do sit-down interviews or otherwise participate.  Given what they had been through, we understood.  We made a good faith effort to film them at public events and film Teresa’...
	14. We also reached out to the prosecutors in Avery’s and Dassey’s murder cases, including Special Prosecutor Ken Kratz, Thomas Fallon and Norm Gahn.  However, the prosecutors either did not respond to requests or declined to participate.  Again, in M...
	15. We also reached out to Undersheriff Robert Hermann at MTSO, as we understood that he was acting as a spokesperson for the Department and we also understood that current MTSO personnel generally were forbidden from talking with the media about the ...
	16. We also interviewed then Assistant District Attorney Michael Griesbach who spoke about Avery’s wrongful conviction and subsequent exoneration for the 1985 sexual assault of Penny Beerntsen.  Griesbach also discussed matters concerning the investig...
	17. As part of our research into and documenting of Avery’s 1985 conviction and imprisonment, related appeals and postconviction efforts, subsequent exoneration, the Wisconsin Department of Justice’s investigation and Avery’s subsequent civil rights l...
	 Pleadings, orders and other documents related to Avery’s priors;
	 Pleadings, orders and other documents related to Avery’s 1985 conviction;
	 The Wisconsin Department of Corrections file on Avery;
	 Pleadings, orders and other documents related to Avery’s appeals and postconviction efforts to overturn his 1985 conviction;
	 Correspondence and reports relating to Avery’s exoneration;
	 Copies of the Wisconsin Department of Justice’s Division of Criminal Investigation (“DCI”) investigative reports regarding Avery’s 1985 conviction, subsequent imprisonment and 2003 exoneration, as well as many documents and correspondence related to...
	 A copy of the Wisconsin Attorney General’s report regarding whether there were any criminal or ethical violations relating to Avery’s 1985 conviction, subsequent imprisonment and 2003 exoneration;
	 Pleadings and other documents from Avery’s civil rights lawsuit, including videos and transcripts of the depositions of numerous witnesses in that case including Sandra Morris and MTSO officials such as Plaintiff Andrew Colborn, Sheriff Kenneth Pete...
	 Copies of documents referenced at those depositions;
	 Copies of documents related to the criminal record of Gregory Allen, the man who DNA evidence showed was the actual person responsible for the 1985 sexual assault of Penny Beerntsen for which Avery had been wrongfully convicted;
	 Video and audio copies of interrogations of Steven Avery in the Sandra Morris (audio only) and Halbach cases;
	 Video and audio copies of interrogations of Brendan Dassey;
	 Audio copies of Avery’s and Dassey’s jail calls recorded while they were in custody awaiting trial for the murder of Teresa Halbach;
	 Video footage, pleadings and orders related to the pre-trial proceedings in Avery’s and Dassey’s cases; and
	 Footage from press conferences related to the Avery and Dassey cases.
	We also obtained secondary sources like newspaper articles and news footage related to the above items.
	18. Laura and I obtained these materials to better understand the subjects that we were covering and to try to make Making a Murderer as accurate as we could.  We spent considerable sums of money obtaining copies of these materials, including, for exa...
	19. In connection with making Making a Murderer, I estimate that I personally spent at least 1200 hours reviewing the materials described above in Paragraph 17, which includes only researching and reviewing third-party materials.  The estimate does no...
	20. We carefully researched Making a Murderer and relied among other things on public records and other primary sources. To this day, I am confident that we were as accurate as the record allowed for the numerous legal matters that we covered.
	Trial Footage, Unterminated Feed Issues and Steps Taken to Address those Issues
	21. The Judge presiding over Steven Avery’s murder trial, Hon. Patrick L. Willis, permitted use of a single camera in the courtroom to film all public pre-trial hearings, and the media worked according to a pool system where members of the media could...
	22. Before trial Judge Willis had a meeting with all the members of the media including Synthesis Films to discuss camera coverage for the trial.  A true and correct copy of Judge Willis’ Order Regarding Trial Administration, dated January 19, 2007, i...
	23. During the trial in Calumet County, Laura and I were upstairs in the small media room in the back left corner of the courtroom.  I was operating the remote-control/B-camera and performing a live edit between the three cameras (A, B, C) and Laura w...
	24. During trial, there were three feeds that were fed down to the media room in the basement where all of the media outlets as well as Synthesis Films were set up to record.  The first feed was of raw (unedited) footage from the witness cam (A-camera...
	25. Whereas all the media outlets were recording from the (edited) mixed feed and using it in their contemporaneous coverage, we at Synthesis Films were the only ones recording from the raw (unedited) footage feeds from the witness and lawyer cams (A-...
	26. The witness cam (A-camera) footage is unusable as it is “blown out,” meaning it is very high contrast and the whites are clipping.  The witnesses' facial and other features have no detail and often could not be made out clearly.  As a result, the ...
	27. We only discovered the unterminated feed issue after Avery’s trial was completed.  In response, Laura and I made repeated efforts to reach out to dozens of people working at the local television stations who had covered Avery’s trial in an attempt...
	28. In 2007, we were able to duplicate footage from two local television stations, WISN and WBAY.  Their footage consisted of the mixed feed footage described above, which meant there was not complete footage of witnesses (including Plaintiff) during ...
	29. As a result, there were gaps of the witnesses that Laura and I could not fill.  When working on Making a Murderer, there were times when Laura and I did not have usable footage of Plaintiff testifying in response to a particular question, as the o...
	30. Lodged previously with my declaration in support of the Motion to Restrict, Dkt. No. 283, as Exhibits 1–4 are copies of portions of the raw footage that we had for this particular moment referenced in the prior paragraph, along with a composite cl...
	31. Contrary to Plaintiff’s allegations that Making a Murderer “spliced” testimony to try to make Plaintiff look bad or to change the gist of his testimony, we went to considerable effort utilizing the usable footage we possessed to portray the substa...
	Other Matters Related to Editing and Production of Making a Murderer
	32. Making a Murderer documents events beginning in the early-1980s and continuing through 2015.  It covers Avery’s early life, his early encounters with the criminal justice system/criminal offenses, his 1985 arrest and wrongful conviction, his relat...
	33. Making a Murderer also explores its subjects’ experiences in the legal system, as well as aspects of the legal system itself.
	34. The process of making a documentary necessarily requires significant editing.  That involves summarizing, condensing, and compressing a huge volume of information and materials.  Avery’s 2007 trial alone lasted approximately five weeks, with 60 wi...
	35. Our intent when editing footage was to summarize, condense and compress voluminous material in a comprehensible manner for viewers that accurately captured the gist of subjects’ testimony and viewpoints on events.  The standard editorial practices...
	36. We explicitly sought to include both the view of the State and of Avery’s defense attorneys in the Series, even when representatives from the prosecution and law enforcement declined to make themselves available for interviews. We used press confe...
	37. While in post-production, we ensured we had proper permissions and hired Rights and Clearance Counsel in connection with using footage, images, and other materials in the Series.  Rights and Clearance counsel also vetted Making a Murderer to ensur...
	The Distribution Agreement with Netflix and Working with Netflix in Post-Production
	38. After Steven Avery’s trial in 2007, Laura and I started the long process of mapping out and editing footage for what eventually became Making a Murderer.  We had difficulty pitching what at that time was an unconventional format: a long-form docum...
	39. Lisa Nishimura of Netflix recognized the complexity and appeal of the story and took a risk.  After discussions and later negotiations by our outside counsel with Netflix, in 2014, we entered into a licensing agreement with Netflix whereby Making ...
	40. Throughout the remaining post-production, Netflix creative executives provided notes, but we chose how (and whether) to implement them and retained creative control. I was the lead editor and performed most of the editing myself and I oversaw the ...
	41. We had initially planned for eight episodes but expanded to ten episodes to devote more running time to Avery’s and Dassey’s trials.
	42. Netflix marketed the show, though we had some input on marketing issues.
	43. Netflix suggested we hire a graphics company to create graphics for the Series.  We provided the information to include in the graphics and gave notes and input to make the graphics accurate and viewer-friendly.  We believed that using graphics wa...
	44. We were invited to and participated in many media interviews and industry, legal, educational and cultural events following Making a Murderer’s release on Netflix on December 18, 2015.
	45. We received many messages, both positive and negative, after the Series was released. We received an email from then Manitowoc County ADA Michael Griesbach congratulating us on the Series and its overall message about ambiguity and uncertainty in ...
	Allegations in the SAC regarding Making a Murderer
	Plaintiff’s Overarching Complaint
	46. Much of the SAC strikes me as being premised on an overarching complaint that Making a Murderer includes the viewpoints of Steven Avery’s defense and others that Plaintiff and others in law enforcement planted evidence to frame Avery for the murde...
	47. The SAC often seriously mischaracterizes portions of Making a Murderer in which Avery and his defenders’ voice planting accusations against Plaintiff as statements made by “Defendants” or “Making a Murderer.”  But Making a Murderer’s inclusion of ...
	48. Attributing Making a Murderer’s subjects’ viewpoints to Laura and me shows a fundamental misunderstanding of Making a Murderer.  Laura and I purposefully did not include in Making a Murderer an omniscient voiceover narrator telling viewers what an...
	49. I do not know whether Steven Avery killed Teresa Halbach.  I accept that, unless there is some new revelation in the case, I will probably have to live with that uncertainty.  I also do not know whether Plaintiff or others in law enforcement plant...

	The 1994–95 Jail Call
	50. I reviewed Plaintiff’s allegations in his pleadings about specific statements related to the 1994–95 Jail Call and related subjects.  None of the Plaintiff’s challenged statements relating to them were included in Making a Murderer with knowledge ...
	51. Plaintiff alleges in Paragraph 27 of the SAC that Defendants “spliced and omitted” portions of Plaintiff’s testimony about the Jail Call to lead “viewers to falsely conclude that Plaintiff bears responsibility for seven or eight of Avery’s 18 year...
	52. The Avery trial was approximately five weeks long, and Plaintiff alone was on the stand for three-plus hours. Abridgment of Plaintiff’s and other witnesses’ testimony was a necessity, and thus Making a Murderer could not include the entirety of Pl...
	53. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a Murderer’s efforts to compress and summarize testimony (although I do not believe there are), such inaccuracies were inadvertent. I did not and do not entertain any doubts t...
	54. I believed when Making a Murderer was released on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer’s inclusion of Plaintiff’s testimony that he did not know if the Jail Call had anything to do with Steven Avery conveyed the idea t...
	55. I understand that in discovery Plaintiff complained about a brief sequence at 17:35-46 of Episode 7 of Making a Murderer.  That is an instance where, because of the unterminated feed problem discussed above, we did not have usable footage of Plain...
	56. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that compression of a Q&A that resulted in Plaintiff answering the question—“Have you ever planted any evidence against Mr. Avery?”—with the response “I have to say that this is the first ti...
	57. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that the substance of Plaintiff’s explanation for why he did not prepare a report of the Jail Call in 1995 is captured by Making a Murderer’s inclusion of Plaintiff’s testimony that he “didn...
	58. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Stephen Glynn’s statement that Plaintiff’s Sept. 12, 2003 written statement was left in the Sheriff’s safe not only represented Glynn’s opinion on the matter, but I also was aware of a ...
	59. While Making a Murderer also includes statements by others that Plaintiff was given reassurances by someone at MTSO in the 1990s that he need not worry because they already had the “right guy” in prison, I am aware that Plaintiff himself has testi...
	60. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a Murderer’s efforts to compress and summarize testimony with respect to the Jail Call (although I do not believe there are), such inaccuracies were inadvertent and I did not ...
	Call to Dispatch
	61. I reviewed Plaintiff’s allegations in the pleadings about specific statements related to the Call to Dispatch and related subjects.  None of the Plaintiff’s challenged statements relating to them were included in Making a Murderer with knowledge o...
	62. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that the compression of questions and answers addressed in Paragraph 34 of the SAC does not materially change the meaning of Plaintiff’s testimony.  Guided by what happened at trial, Making ...
	63. Plaintiff’s allegations in Paragraph 34 of the SAC ignore prior questioning by Avery’s attorney shown in Making a Murderer that had established that Plaintiff frequently called dispatch and provided a license plate number for a car that he had sto...
	64. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer conveys Plaintiff’s explanation for how he believes he got the license plate and other information for Teresa Halbach’s car (from Mark Wiegert), and that the additiona...
	65. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer does not contain any “reaction” shots of Plaintiff that materially change the gist of his trial testimony in a manner defamatory to him.  I am aware of one particular ...
	66. I understand that, in discovery, Plaintiff complained that the same “reaction” shot discussed in the prior paragraph was not used in a different sequence that appears at 19:30 of Episode 7 of Making a Murderer.  I understand that, in that instance...
	67. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that the scene in Making a Murderer showing Plaintiff’s testimony regarding the Call to Dispatch about which he complains in Paragraph 38 of his SAC is not a “fabricat[ion],” but includes an...
	68. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer’s cutting from Steven Avery telling interrogators that he believes law enforcement officials planted evidence against him to a scene involving Plaintiff accurately ref...
	69. Paragraph 40 erroneously alleges that the scene in Making a Murderer involving Avery’s criminal defense attorney Jerome Buting’s discovery of a blood vial stored in a box with a broken seal kept at the Manitowoc County Clerk of Court’s office was ...
	70. I believe that Making a Murderer accurately portrays the Call to Dispatch insofar as it presents Plaintiff’s testimony that he believed it was November 3, 2005 when he made the Call to Dispatch (such testimony is included in Making a Murderer), bu...
	71. I am aware of differing sworn testimony about the timing of the Call to Dispatch.  As depicted in Episode 7, Plaintiff has testified that he believed that he placed the Call to Dispatch on November 3, 2005 after speaking with Calumet investigator ...
	72. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a Murderer’s efforts to compress and summarize testimony with respect to the Call to Dispatch (although I do not believe there are), such inaccuracies were inadvertent and I d...
	73. I reviewed the Plaintiff’s allegations in the pleadings about specific statements related to the discovery by James Lenk of the key to Teresa Halbach’s car in Steven Avery’s bedroom on November 8, 2005 and related subjects.  None of the Plaintiff’...
	74. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that the scene in Making a Murderer showing Calumet Sgt. Tyson’s testifying that he had to watch Manitowoc County officers during searches to make sure they weren’t left alone on Avery’s pro...
	75. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer accurately presents the substance of Plaintiff’s explanation for how he believes the key was found on November 8, 2005, after numerous prior searches of Avery’s bedroo...
	76. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer accurately captures the gist of the rest of Plaintiff’s testimony regarding the discovery of the key.  Plaintiff notes that in response to the question, “There was no ...
	77. I believed on December 18, 2015, (and still believe now) that Making a Murderer does not materially alter the gist of Plaintiff’s testimony by including a clip in which Avery’s attorney Dean Strang questions Plaintiff about a “half page” report he...
	78. I am aware that Plaintiff complained in discovery about a brief sequence at 16:13–20 of Episode 7 of Making a Murderer where we had to use substitute footage of him on the witness stand waiting after a question-and-answer exchange because we did n...
	79. I am aware that Plaintiff complained in discovery about another instance at 22:21–27 of Episode 7, where we did not have footage of that precise moment because of the unterminated feed issue.  The mixed feed footage cuts from Avery’s attorney Dean...
	80. I am also aware that Plaintiff has complained in discovery about the very next exchange that appears in Making a Murderer at 22:35–39 of Episode 7 because it includes a shot where Plaintiff answers a question with “Correct” instead of “That’s corr...
	81. I should note that there were other details omitted from Making a Murderer regarding the discovery of the Key that were unfavorable to law enforcement, including the fact that the initial criminal complaint in the Avery criminal case identified De...
	82. I believe that Making a Murderer accurately portrays the opinions and commentary from various individuals sympathetic to Avery, as well as the opinions and commentary from various individuals who believe that Avery is guilty of murdering Teresa Ha...
	83. Any alleged omissions to Making a Murderer were due to the challenge of compressing 30 years of history into 10 hours of television.  I do not believe that they alter the meaning of the Series or present Avery’s criminal defense theories and opini...
	84. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a Murderer’s efforts to compress and summarize testimony with respect to the discovery of the key (although I do not believe there are), such inaccuracies were inadvertent and...

	Alleged “Omissions”
	85. Plaintiff’s premise of allegedly defamatory “omissions” ignores the fact that, by definition, Making a Murderer could not include everything that anyone would have liked to include—not Plaintiff, not Avery and his attorneys, not the prosecution.  ...
	86. None of the alleged “omissions” listed in Paragraphs 46 and 47 or anywhere else in the SAC were not included in Making a Murderer with knowledge of falsity or with a high degree of awareness of probable falsity with respect to any statement of and...
	87. Plaintiff’s alleged omissions are also cumulative in kind to many similar facts already in Making a Murderer.  For example, Plaintiff points to Avery’s DNA being found on the hood latch of Teresa Halbach’s vehicle, but Making a Murderer already de...
	88. I believe the SAC is wrong insofar as it is suggesting that Making a Murderer does not include the crimes for which Avery was actually charged and convicted.  Those include his burning to death of a family cat, some burglaries when he was younger,...
	89. Aside from being cumulative, many of the alleged “omissions” listed in the SAC relate to items that were the subject of disputes between Avery and the prosecution.  For Laura and me, that meant including them in Making a Murderer would have taken ...
	90. Perhaps most notably, the SAC’s complaints about alleged omissions also ignore the large number of scenes that are included in Making a Murderer and that reflect negatively on Avery.  Those include:
	91. The SAC also fails to acknowledge many scenes in Making a Murderer in which subjects push back against Avery’s planting accusations against Plaintiff, including:
	92. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a Murderer’s not including any of the alleged omissions in Paragraphs 46 and 47 of the SAC (although I do not believe there are), such inaccuracies were inadvertent and I did ...

	Plaintiff’s Remaining Complaints about Statements by Avery and his Defenders
	93. None of the SAC’s challenged statements relating to subjects other than those already addressed above were included in Making a Murderer with knowledge of falsity or with a high degree of awareness of probable falsity.  I did not and do not entert...
	94. In Paragraph 37 of the SAC, Plaintiff complains about Making a Murderer’s inclusion of Avery’s criminal defense attorney Buting’s musings on arguments that he planned to make that he hoped the jury would accept.   Similarly, in Paragraph 48, Plain...
	95. In Paragraph 39, the SAC challenges the inclusion of a scene in which an interrogator asks Steven Avery whether someone told him that “a cop put that vehicle – Teresa’s vehicle – out on your property,” to which Avery responds “Yeah,” followed by a...
	96. Paragraph 40 of the SAC is another instance in which Plaintiff incorrectly conflates statements made by documentary subjects with statements made by “Defendants.”  Moreover, as explained above, the blood vial scene is not a “re-enactment.”  Paragr...
	97. At times, Plaintiff appears to be complaining about Making a Murderer’s use of visuals, graphics and possibly music.  However, we included visuals and graphics in Making a Murderer for clarity and to help viewers follow along, not to try to make P...
	98. I understand that in discovery, Plaintiff pointed to an email that I sent to people at Netflix working on the trailer for Making a Murderer in which I reference a “squirmy shot” of Plaintiff or, alternatively, a shot of Sheriff Kenneth Petersen th...
	99. Exhibit A to the SAC includes portions of some statements by Avery, his attorneys, his relatives and supporters, and others that were included in Making a Murderer.   Avery and his defenders offer their own personal opinions, as is made clear from...
	100. At one or more of the depositions in this case, I recall that Plaintiff’s attorneys played a particular portion of Episode 3 of Making a Murderer in which certain individuals from the local community in a tavern express their opinions that they b...
	101. Exhibit A to the SAC also demonstrates that the local news coverage of Avery’s murder case included his planting accusations against law enforcement.  We included media as a major character in the Series to reflect the public discussion around th...
	102. To the extent there are any material inaccuracies resulting from Making a Murderer’s efforts to compress and summarize testimony with respect to subjects other than the Jail Call, the Call to Dispatch and the discovery of the Key (although I do n...
	103. Attached as Exhibit 29 is a true and correct copy of an email from journalist Sean Downs responding on April 16, 2007 to Moira Demos’s April 15, 2007 email offering to help with footage “as you did a lot of work for all of us switching the feed,”...
	104.  Attached as Exhibit 30 is a true and correct copy of an email from Moira Demos responding to Sean Downs on April 23, 2007 thanking him for the offer to copy footage, produced by the Producer Defendants as CHRM034747.


